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Ukrainian Canadian Congress Coalition advocates U.S. commitment
to ponder community's future to Central and Eastern European states
by Andrij Wynnyckyj
Toronto Press Bureau

TORONTO - The 18th triennial convention of the Ukrainian Canadian
Congress in Winnipeg, scheduled for
October 6-9, will be held under an omi
nous slogan - "Evolution or Extinction:
Challenge for the Future."
The Ukrainian community in Canada
is one of the largest, most organized,
financially secure and influential in the
world, and recently celebrated the 100th
anniversary of its settlement in this coun
try. And yet, some community leaders
are apprehensive.
Speaking by telephone from
Edmonton, Dmytro Jacuta, president of
the UCC's Alberta Provincial Council,
told the Weekly on September 20 that the
community is facing the possibility of
"an organizational Holocaust" in the near
future. "People see that there's a large
older generation dominating the life of
our community," he said, "and people
know they're moving on, but they don't
understand the magnitude of what is
going to happen."
Mr. Jacuta said two-thirds of the com
munity's leadership and active member
ship in organizations is over 60 years old,
and "it's not overly dramatic to say that

most of these people are going to die in
the next 10 years." He pointed out that
the imminent disappearance of two-thirds
of the UCC's membership, funding base
and "intellectual memory bank" seriously
threatens its ongoing viability.
The Alberta council president said the
UCC has suffered from an inability to
accept younger people into its ranks and
modify its "undemocratic" institutional
structure to change in accordance with
differing circumstances. "To date," he
said, "the answer to problems has been
'Let's work harder, let's donate a little
more money.' Unfortunately, that
amounts to working harder the old way,
rather than working smarter the new way.
It's willful blindness to an impending cri
sis," Mr. Jacuta said.
Lida Hawryshkiw, executive director
of the UCC's national office in
Winnipeg, said the executive and the pre
sidium had debated long and hard about
choosing the convention slogan. "If the
UCC doesn't begin to change with the
times, it is quite possible that the organi
zation as we know it will cease to exist in
a few years," she conceded.
"We've raised the stakes and issued a
challenge to the convention," Ms.
(Continued on page 3)

UNA Washington Office

WASHINGTON - The Central and
East European Coalition (CEEC)
endorsed the Foreign Assistance
Appropriations Act as reported from the
Senate Appropriations Committee as
well as a series of amendments regarding
NATO expansion and the Humanitarian
Aid Corridor Act during a press confer
ence in the U.S. Capitol. The briefing
was timed to coincide with Senate con
sideration of the foreign aid bill which
began on September 20.
The CEEC comprises 18 grassroots
organizations representing 22 million
Americans who trace their heritage to
Central and Eastern Europe. Citing the
long-term national security interests and
fiscal priorities of the United States, the
coalition advocated a solid commitment
to and engagement in the transition of
Central and East European countries to
fully democratic and free-market nations.
The coalition underlined its objectives:
to secure a congressional commitment to
peace, security, non-proliferation and ener
gy independence for the countries of the
region. Eugene Iwanciw of the Ukrainian
National Association stated that the coali
tion is "pleased that the senator [Mitch
McConnell] and the committee have

focused additional attention on the nonRussian nations of the former Soviet
Union, particularly Ukraine and Armenia."
He want on to state that "[t]his bill pro
vides U.S. policy with the balance it
should have in our dealings with the
nations of Central and Eastern Europe."
The legislation before the Senate contains
earmarks, or mandates, of assistance for
Ukraine ($225 million), Armenia ($85 mil
lion), and Georgia ($30 million).
Expressing the importance of linking
U.S. aid to democratization efforts, Mr.
Iwanciw cited the need for "a strong [U.S.]
commitment to the transition of Central
and East European countries to fully
democratic and free market nations."
He noted: "We believe that U.S. assis
tance should focus on those countries
which have demonstrated progress in the
establishment of democratic institutions
and countries which have demonstrated
progress in the establishment of democ
ratic institutions and market reforms as
well as respect for basic human rights."
In a statement from Frank Koszorus of
the Hungarian American Coalition, read
by Casimir Lenard of the Polish
American Congress, the CEEC endorsed
an amendment being offered by Sen.
(Continued on page 5)

In Sevastopil: doubts that Black Sea Fleet will ever be divided
by Khristina Lew
Kyyiv Press Bureau
SEVASTOPIL - For Crirneans, Russian President
Boris Yeltsin's latest statement accusing Kyyiv of
dragging its feet in negotiating the division of the
Black Sea Fleet, and Ukraine's immediate response to
the contrary, only confirms their suspicions that, ulti
mately, neither side will agree to the terms of the for
mer Soviet fleet's division and that, in fact, the Black
Sea Fleet will never be divided.
On September 8, President Yeltsin told a press con
ference in Moscow that one of the main reasons for the
delay in his visit to Kyyiv to sign a Russian-Ukrainian
treaty on friendship and cooperation is the stalled
negDtiations on the division of the Black Sea Fleet.
The Russian president said negotiations had been
put off again and expressed surprise that Ukrainian
President Leonid Kuchma had, in Mr. Yeltsin's words,
revised previously agreed upon accords on the division
of the fleet.
Ukraine's Ministry of Foreign Affairs immediately
fired back a response stating on September 9 that
Ukraine's stand on the Black Sea Fleet "remains con
sistent, unchanged and constructive."
The Foreign Ministry summarized Ukraine's efforts at
speeding up negotiations, which it claims Russia has
rebuked. "On August 23," the statement read, "the
Ukrainian president sent a personal letter to the Russian
president in which he proposed speeding up the negotia
tion process and submitted specific proposals on the issue.
(Continued on page 2)

A Black Sea Fleet warrant officer and seamen stand under an arch overlooking the bay in Sevastopil.
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In Sevastopil...
(Continued from page 1)
"On August 27, the Russian prime
minister was invited to visit Ukraine to
continue talks on the Black Sea Fleet. On
September 1, a note from U k r a i n e ' s
Foreign Ministry was handed over to the
Russian side proposing a continuation of
talks at the expert level.
"On S e p t e m b e r 7, a letter from
Ukrainian Prime M i n i s t e r Yevhen
Marchuk with additional proposals was
handed over to Russian Prime Minister
Viktor Chernomyrdin."
"Regrettably," the statement continued, no answer has come so far from the
Russian side to any of the above-mentioned Ukrainian proposals.
The s t a t e m e n t also read that
Ukraine's Foreign Ministry is concerned
about the Russian president's reluctance
to visit Kyyiv and pointed out that an
agreement reached by the two presidents
on m o n t h l y m e e t i n g s b e t w e e n the
Ukrainian and Russian prime ministers
to negotiate the terms of division had
not been fulfilled.
M y k o l a S a v c h e n k o , head of the
Ukrainian Navy's press center, chalks up
all the political intrigue to the upcoming
presidential and parliamentary elections
in Russia. "There will be no division of
the Black Sea Fleet until the elections in
Russia are over," he said. Russians will
vote in p a r l i a m e n t a r y e l e c t i o n s in
December; presidential elections are slated for June 1996.
Mr. Savchenko said he sees the prolonging of the division of the fleet as
Russia's way of weakening the Ukrainian
Navy. "The ships of the Black Sea Fleet
are old. If they are not kepi up, they will
not float. When the fleet is divided,
Ukraine will not have money to repair its
share. In two-three years not one ship or
submarine of the Black Sea Fleet will
float. So, for all practical purposes, there
won't be anything left to divide."
Mr. S a v c h e n k o also said it is in
Russia's interest not to speed up division
of the fleet for e c o n o m i c r e a s o n s .
"Russia currently pays Ukraine $1 million a month in taxes for the Black Sea
Fleet. When the fleet is divided, according to the latest figures, Ukraine will
exact $2.5 billion a year in rent from the
Russian fleet."
Andriy Grachev, head of the Black
Sea Fleet's Press Center, sees no reason
to divide the former Soviet fleet for different reasons. "At a time when the West
is integrating, there is no need for our
disintegration," he explained. "In fact
there are several centers of power in the

world - the United S t a t e s , W e s t e r n
Europe, the former Soviet Union, and
Japan and China.
" O n e of those c e n t e r s , the Soviet
Union, has disappeared, and the West is
using Ukraine as a means of preventing
the a p p e a r a n c e of a strong Russia.
(Former Ukrainian Minister of Foreign
Affairs Anatoliy) Zlenko himself said
that Russian and Ukrainian interests are
consistent," he said.
Mr. Grachev said he believes that if
the Black Sea Fleet is divided, 90 percent
of its officers will leave the ships apportioned to Ukraine. "Our fleet is served by
professionals. The Ukrainian Navy is
served by patriots," he underscored.
Mr. Savchenko also said he believes
the majority of officers will join the
Russian fleet if Ukraine doesn't raise its
officers' salaries. As it stands, Ukrainian
officers make 1.5 times less than their
Black Sea Fleet counterparts. Add in
p e r k s , medical care and h o u s i n g
allowances, and Black Sea Fleet officers
make twice as much.
"I served the Black Sea Fleet for 10
years. Everything hinges on salaries,"
explained Mr. Savchenko. "If Ukraine's
leadership doesn't raise officers' salaries,
we will have big problems."
Mr. Savchenko contended, however,
that the future of both fleets rests on the
terms of the Russian Black Sea Fleet's
lease on Sevastopil. Russia wants a lease
of 99 years; Ukraine has offered a fiveto seven-year term.
The leasing issue has forced many
officers to question their loyalties. Black
Sea Fleet W a r r a n t Officer Andriy
Melnyk, a Russian, says he will serve for
either Russia or U k r a i n e , " w h o e v e r
remains in Sevastopil" when the fleet is
divided.
Then, too, there is the issue of citizenship. Presumably, a citizen of Ukraine
can only serve the Ukrainian Navy. Mr.
Savchenko said he believes Russia will
insist that a Russian-Ukrainian agreement be signed permitting Ukrainian citizens to serve in the Russian fleet,
because, in his words, "Russia needs the
cadres."
Twenty-year-old Yaroslav Piskun, a
fourth-year cadet at the U k r a i n i a n
Sevastopil Military Naval Institute, said
he believes the Black Sea Fleet will
remain intact. The son of a Black Sea
Fleet officer, Mr. Piskun enrolled in the
Soviet Black Sea Higher Military Naval
Institute in 1991. In 1993, when the institute was taken oyer by Ukraine, the
Sevastopil native swore allegiance to the
Ukrainian Navy. "Our impression is that
everything will go back to the way it
was," he said.
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UNA resumes hunger strike
KYYIV — Members of the Ukrainian
National Assembly, the radical nationalist
party whose registration was recently
revoked by the Ministry of J u s t i c e ,
resumed their hunger strike on September
19. Ten UNA members, two of whom —
Oleh Vitovych and Yuriy Tyma — are
Parliament deputies while the other eight
are municipal deputies, started the strike
on September 11 but suspended it the following day, because, according to Mr.
T y m a , President Leonid K u c h m a
promised "to restore justice in regard to
the party."
The hunger strikers, wearing military
fatigues, have erected a tent on
Independence Square. They had attempted to re-establish their previous strike site
in front of the presidential administration
building but were blocked by police
detachments which had cordoned off the
area.
The UNA hunger strikers demand the
dismissal of the acting minister of justice,
the punishment of those to blame for the
police riot during the July 18 funeral of
Patriarch Volodymyr of the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church—Kyyiv Patriarchate
and the stabilization of prices for public
utilities use. Commenting on the UNA
protest, D m y t r o K o r c h y n s k y i told
reporters, "The action will entail a series
of peaceful protest actions throughout
Ukraine, which by the end of the year
will force the government to resign and
will bring new forces to power — UNA
and its friends." (Interfax U k r a i n e /
Reuters/Respublika)
Yeltsin outlines Russian CIS strategy
M O S C O W — Russian P r e s i d e n t
Boris Yeltsin signed a d e c r e e on
September 14 outlining Russian strategy
towards the countries of the CIS, ITARTASS reported on September 16. The
decree states that Russia's goal is the
"creation of an integrated political and
economic community of states which
can aspire to a respected position in the
world," and argues that the CIS is a priority area for Russia because of "important vital interests" in the areas of "security, e c o n o m i c s and the defense of
Russians living abroad." The decree
calls for closer economic ties and underlines the importance of forming a military alliance in order to create an effective "collective defense" system.
Russian officials and commentators have
often warned that such a CIS military
pact might be one of Russia's responses
to NATO expansion.
In Kyyiv, Ukrainian First Deputy
Foreign Minister Borys Tarasiuk sharply
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criticized the Yeltsin decree, saying it
h i g h l i g h t e d the d i p l o m a t i c chasm
between the United States and Russia
and its allies in the Commonwealth of
Independent States. "Any international
grouping can only develop with the consent of its members," Mr. Tarasyuk told
a press conference on September 19. "It
is difficult to imagine an organization
which would take actions and integrate
on the basis of decrees issued by the
leader of one of its states."
From the very inception of the CIS on
the ashes of the Soviet Union, Russia
has tried to set up concrete power structures with enforcement powers within
the 12-nation group. Russia has also
used the CIS to pressure such states as
Belarus and Kazakhstan into close economic and political integration with it.
(OMRI Daily Digest/Reuters)
Constitution ready by year's end?
KYYIV — President Leonid Kuchma,
following a meeting of the Constitutional
Commission, said a final draft of a new
post-Soviet Ukrainian constitution may
be ready for public debate in October and
could be adopted in a national referendum
by the end of the year, Ukrainian TV and
UNIAN reported on September 18. The
commission — which consists of administration members, lawmakers and legal
experts — has already hammered out a
preamble and the first section, but a number of critical issues, including civil
rights, still need to be approved.
Parliament chairman O i e k s a n d e r
Moroz said a final decision on the procedure for adoption of the constitution
should be made by mid-October. Leftist
forces, including Mr. Moroz, oppose
adoption by a national referendum. They
favor approval by either a constitutional
assembly or the current legislature.
(OMRI Daily Digest)
Crimean lawmakers debate

constitution

S Y M F E R O P I L — The Crimean
Parliament debated the provisions of a
new regional constitution, Ukrainian
Radio reported on S e p t e m b e r 19.
D e p u t i e s sparred over c h a n g e s and
a m e n d m e n t s to the S e p t e m b e r 1992
Crimean Constitution, which is expected
to serve as a foundation for the new document. According to the current draft, the
autonomous republic will retain the right
to adopt its own budget, approve its own
law on citizenship and re-establish its
Interior Ministry. The post of president is
not included in the d o c u m e n t . The
Crimean Parliament will be authorized to
adopt the new constitution.(OMRI Daily
Digest)
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Ukrainian Canadian...
(Continued from page 1)
Hawryshkiw said. "We need to seriously
examine whether the UCC can remain an
active force in the Ukrainian community
in Canada. It's not a question whether it
will simply exist, but if it will represent,
in the full sense of that word, Ukrainians
in Canada," she said.
The Winnipeg-based activist said that a
primary concern will be securing a funding
base for the UCC in an atmosphere of
looming government budget cuts. "The
UCC has to become more financially inde
pendent," Ms. Hawryshkiw said, "and we
need to find ways of mobilizing the com
munity to support us."
"We need to discuss the issue of multiculturalism," the national headquarters
staffer said. "Are we beyond it? Is that
the best way to ensure that our heritage is
preserved?"
Evhen Czolij, president of the UCC
local branch in Montreal, disagreed with
Mr. Jacuta's gloomy assessment of the
situation, and suggested that the slogan
for the 18th convention was "too extreme
and bombastic."
"The situation of the UCC and of
Ukrainian Canadians in general is hardly
such that a slogan about 'extinction' is
necessary," Mr. Czolij said. "I believe
that we've achieved much during the last
three-year period under [UCC National
President Oleh] Romaniw. The Canadian
government considers our voice in estab
lishing policy, of which the CanadaUkraine Partners in Progress program [of
assistance to Ukraine] is an example."
Mr. Czolij, a man in his 30s, said the
UCC's leadership, despite its age, was up
to the task of leading the organization.
"If the UCC's leadership met mainly in
senior citizen's homes for tea, then I
think w e ' d have something to worry
about, but as it is, I believe it has been
quite effective in lobbying the govern
ment, for instance."
To the suggestion that the organiza
tional baton might not be passed to the
y o u n g e r g e n e r a t i o n of Ukrainian
Canadians, Mr. Czolij replied, "That's
always been said. Perhaps I'm more of
an optimist than Mr. Jacuta, but the facts
suggest that it is already happening."
Ostap Skrypnyk, executive director of
the Saskatchewan Provincial UCC office,
also thought the convention's slogan was
somewhat extreme. "There is no such
thing as the Ukrainian c o m m u n i t y
becoming extinct," he affirmed. "If the
organizations now in place fade or disap
pear, they'll be replaced by others... but
that's hardly the end of the world."
Mr. Skrypnyk also said the U C C ' s
role is already evolving. "In Alberta and
Saskatchewan we have full-time staff, we
have programs. We're not a coordinating
body, in the old sense of the word, any
more. We don't meet so that everybody
knows what everybody else is doing. We
simply do it ourselves," he Said.
The Saskatoon-based staffer told The
Weekly on September 18 that some of
the UCC's constituent national organiza
tions have difficulty a c c e p t i n g this
change, "because it supplants their role."
"Many are hoping for a return to the
good old days, for a magic formula that
will bring it all back, but it's not going to
happen," Mr. Skrypnyk said.
He said the main problem of the
U C C ' s contact with the community is
based on a lack of "value-neutral" pro
grams offered by Ukrainian organiza
tions in Canada. "With existing organiza
tions," Mr. Skrypnyk explained, "you
have to buy into some program, whether
political, religious, or social."
"We need a space in our community
where your identity as a Ukrainian is suf
ficient for you to feel included," he con
tinued. "That's where the question of
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evolution or extinction comes in."
The national UCC includes 30 organi
zations across the country, with the 28
local branches and 10 provincial councils
embracing scores more, but until the
recent proposals first tabled during a pre
sidium meeting on May 12-14, not all of
them were equal.
Similarly to the United Nations, there is
a group of double-voting veto-empowered
heavyweights known as the "Big Five" (or
" 3 a , " after a clause in the U C C ' s
Constitution): the League of Ukrainian
Canadians, the Ukrainian National
Federation, the Ukrainian Canadian
Professional and Business Federation, the
Ukrainian Self-Reliance League and the
Brotherhood of Ukrainian Catholics.
Sofia Kaczor, the chair of the national
UCC's Constitutional Committee, told
The Weekly on September 20 that the
long-frustrated push for change "has
been steadily gaining momentum," and
that a breakthrough had occurred at the
May meeting, from which one of the Big
Five, the UNF, later retreated.
Ms. Kaczor said all of the U C C ' s
organizations had thrashed out some
basic principles upon which the UCC
should be structured, and agreed to some
basic structural c h a n g e s that would
democratize the body.
First a m o n g the p r i n c i p l e s , M s .
Kaczor said was that of democratic rep
resentation - one organization, one dele
gate, one vote. The Big Five each cur
rently have two votes, two delegates. "I
thought the agreement bringing this to an
end was a big step forward, but obvious
ly the UNF could not live with it, and
they have reversed their position on it."
This was made clear in a UNF submis
sion to UCC headquarters dated June 17.
The o r g a n i z a t i o n ' s unwillingness to
move on the question was reaffirmed in a
constitutional teleconference on August
29 and a pre-convention presidium meet
ing in Winnipeg on September 6, accord
ing to Ms. Hawryshkiw.
Ms. Kaczor said that another principle
initially unanimously agreed upon was the
right of every organization to nominate can
didates for president, which the UNF again
blocked, insisting that all nominees be sub
mitted to a nominating committee made up
of Big Five members for approval.
Asked to comment on her organiza
tion's apparent shifts in position, Mary
Pidkowycz, the Toronto-based U N F
national president elected to office in
May, told The Weekly on September 20,
"The UNF presidium carefully consid
ered the recommended changes and we
have presented our remarks. We are
strongly convinced that two members
should represent each of the Big Five."
Ms. Kaczor pointed out the areas where
there has been success. The first is to elim
inate the rotation system guaranteeing the
Big Five positions on the UCC national
executive, replacing it with an arrange
ment that provides for the approximately
40 members of the presidium to elect vicepresidents, a secretary and a treasurer.
"The other positive development," Ms.
Kaczor said, "is that the word 'veto' has
been abandoned from the constitution."
Previously, Big Five organizations could
veto measures "on principle," whether
they concerned administrative, program
ming or political matters.
UNF President Mrs. Pidkowycz said,
"We don't use the word veto, and don't
even know what it means. We've never
stood for a veto for any organization."
"We are against the rotational system,
and favor the right of each UCC mem
ber-organization to nominate a candidate
for the executive. I don't believe that any
organization should arrest the process of
democratization," Ms. Pidkowycz said.
Matters of principle, according to the
May agreement, will be dealt with by
consensus, Ms. Kaczor said. If it isn't
reached, then the matter will be decided

by a three-quarters majority vote.
"Three-quarters is a tough number to
get, but at least this opened the door to
further progress on the question, and got
the veto p o w e r off the b o o k s , " M s .
Kaczor said.
Mr. C z o l i j , a m e m b e r of the
C o n s t i t u t i o n a l C o m m i t t e e , said, "I
believe that a great step forward has been
made. Some are dissatisfied with the
progress. However, the most important
step is the limiting of the veto power."
Addressing the issue of the convention's
theme, M s . Kaczor said many of the
UCC's smaller organizations have long felt
they have things to contribute, and they
have increasingly voiced the opinion that if
changes to the structure were not forthcom
ing they would consider leaving the UCC
altogether. "In that sense, the idea of evolu
tion or extinction is particularly relevant,"
Ms. Kaczor said.
" P e r s o n a l l y , " the C o n s t i t u t i o n a l
Committee chair said, "I think we should
have struck with the principle of one
organization one vote and the right of all
organizations to nominate a president to me these are fundamental principles of
a democratic approach."
On an optimistic note, Ms. Kaczor
said that "the fact that only one organiza
tion opposed these changes is a very sig
nificant event in the history of the UCC."
Canada, or Ukraine, or both?
Another matter sure to spark hearty
debate at this year's UCC convention is
the suggestion, raised by many Ukrainian
Canadian community leaders and activists,
particularly in western Canada, that the
diaspora has become obsessed with the
reappearance of the Ukrainian state to the
detriment of local community life.
The current president, Mr. Romaniw,
and past president (now Ukrainian World
C o n g r e s s P r e s i d e n t ) , Dr. D m y t r o
Сіруwnyk, have both stressed the need to
shore up the structure of organizational
life in Canada.
Mr. Romaniw was not available for
comment at press time, as he was in
Ukraine in conjunction with the CanadaUkraine Partners in Progress assistance
program run jointly with the federal gov
ernment. Ms. Hawryshkiw said the UCC
has acted as the overseer of the project in
1994-1995, and is slated to sign a threeyear arrangement extending this mandate
in the late fall.
Ms. Hawryshkiw also said that a pro

ject for the establishment of a CanadaUkraine Foundation to coordinate assis
tance to Ukraine will be presented to the
delegates at the convention.
This was welcomed by Mr. Czolij, who
said the main reason providing assistance
to Ukraine sapped the diaspora's resources
was that it was done chaotically. "In an
atmosphere of chaos, you do twice if not
triple the work," Mr. Czolij said.
"If the UCC manages to set up an order
ly system, this should make more resources
available for local projects once again," the
Montreal UCC branch president added.
Mr. Jacuta, the Alberta UCC presi
dent, said while efforts to s u p p o r t
Ukraine's Olympic athletes, for example,
were heartening and good for patriotic
spirit, it would be more advisable for the
community to channel its funds to sup
port a c t i v i t i e s for its own youth in
Canada, an area he felt has been grossly
neglected in recent years.
Speaking for the UNF, Mrs. Pidkowycz
said, "Simply because Ukraine is indepen
dent doesn't mean we should stop working
toward strengthening its statehood.
Organizations such as the UNF continue to
exist, and it should be acknowledged that
people in Canada made a significant con
tribution to the establishment of the new
Ukrainian state."
Mr. S k r y p n y k , the S a s k a t c h e w a n
executive director, said the UCC has
been "hijacked" by people of the "assis
tance to Ukraine agenda."
"Take the URDC [the UCC's Ukrainian
Resource Development Center]," Mr.
Skrypnyk said. "It was established to
address the needs of our community here,
but now virtually all of its projects are
based in Ukraine," he said.
Mr. Skrypnyk charged that the UCC
has "dropped the ball" on the multieulturalism question, because many of the
people who provided "intellectual force"
to its presentations to government are
now living and working in Ukraine.
"This has also been reflected in the
way that we deal with the Canadian gov
ernment," Mr. Skrypnyk added. "All of
our best contacts are in [the Department
of] Foreign Affairs, not the Heritage
Ministry, not Justice, or Immigration."
Mr. Skrypnyk warned: "If we don't
refocus, Ukrainians are going to find
themselves increasingly left out in terms
of policy in this country, something we
were very much a part of from the 1960s
through the early 1990s."

New Ukrainian government
to present program in October
by Khristina Lew
Kyyiv Press Bureau
KYYIV - The new Ukrainian govern
ment program, characterized by a shift in
economic approach, is scheduled to be
presented to Ukraine's Parliament on
October 3.
Prime Minister Yevhen Marchuk
requested that the presentation of his
g o v e r n m e n t ' s p r o g r a m , due on
September 15, be postponed until after
his return from a September 26-30 work
ing visit to the United States.
The prime minister previewed the eco
nomic aspect of the program at a confer
ence of economists held in Kyyiv on
September 15, surprising them with the
warning to prepare for a "governmentregulated socially oriented program."
"The government sees support and
stimulation of home-produced goods as
its priority task. This means credits to
enterprises, tax and other breaks, and
c u s t o m s barriers on g o o d s e n t e r i n g
Ukraine," Reuters quoted him as saying.
"The government seeks such protec
tionist measures as temporary...The so-

called market blitzkrieg has turned out to
be premature. Ukraine has ended up with
an uncontrolled system of production.
The Cabinet intends to overcome these
shortcomings and ensure they do not
recur," he explained.
The new program calls for inflation to be
reduced to an annual rate of 26 percent in
1996, or 2 percent a month. In August the
inflation rate stood at 4.6 percent and is due
to rise this month. Under agreements with
the International Monetary Fund, Ukraine's
inflation rate was to be brought down to 2
percent a month by the end of the year.
In addition to the new government's
protectionist tone, on September 2 1 ,
President Kuchma announced in Almaty
that monetary reform and the introduction
of Ukraine's national currency, the hryvnia,
will most likely be postponed until next
year. The Ukrainian president, who is on a
two-day official visit to Kazakhstan, had
announced on July 26 that the hryvnia
would be introduced in October.
While in the United States, Prime
Minister Marchuk is scheduled to meet
with IMF and World Bank leaders.
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Focus on European Bank INTERVIEW: Jaroslav Kinach, EBRD's representative in Ukraine
for Reconstruction
and Development
by Andrij Wynnyckyj
Toronto Press Bureau

by Andrij Wynnyckyj
Toronto Press Bureau
T O R O N T O - The E u r o p e a n Bank for
Reconstruction and Development is one of the three
major international financial institutions operating in
Ukraine, along with the International Monetary Fund
and the World Bank. Based in London, England, the
EBRD's first two senior resident representatives since
the institution gained a foothold in Kyyiv have been
Ukrainian Canadians.
The first was Nestor Gayowsky, a career diplomat,
appointed in early 1993. In January, he was succeeded
by Jaroslav Kinach, until then a Toronto-based
financier. Mr. Kinach told The Weekly about the bank's
origins during a brief leave in August in Toronto.
According to Mr. Kinach, the EBRD was conceived
in 1991 by Jacques Attali, an advisor to former French
President Francois Mitterand, as the USSR disintegrated. Mr. Attali "had this tremendous idea that a bank be
created by the wealthiest countries of the Western
world to help rebuild the economies emerging from the
rubble of the former Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe," Mr. Kinach said, "and assist in their transition
from centrally planned to market economies."
The French official's idea became a reality in
1992, with 59 shareholders, the largest being the U.S.,
contributing a paid-in capital of 10 billion Ecu, or $13
billion (U.S.) The shareholders include the major
industrial p o w e r s , the European E c o n o m i c
Commission, the European Investment Bank, and all
of the countries at whom the EBRD's activities are
directed, including Ukraine, Russia, Belarus, Poland,
the Baltic states - in short, all of the countries of the
former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.
Just as it lagged in implementing a reform program, Ukraine was late in coming aboard, roughly 12
months after the EBRD was established, Mr. Kinach
said.
All countries were represented by directors, and
Kyyiv's representative at the moment is Oleksander
Savchenko, a former deputy governor of the National
Bank of Ukraine.
The EBRD itself has undergone a change, Mr.
Kinach said, in that a new president was chosen,
Jacques De Larosiere, who established a "more cohesive corporate culture" focused on commercial
financing. Mr. De Larosiere, a professional banker
(prior to his appointment in late 1993, he was managing director of the IMF), broke with the deal development and merchant banking role encouraged by Mr.
Attali, a civil servant.
Mr. Kinach pointed out the difference between the
EBRD, the IMF and the World Bank's operation in
Ukraine. The latter two, he explained, are "banks to
governments." The IMF works closely with Ukraine's
ministries of finance and the economy, as well as the
National Bank of Ukraine in order to work out reform
programs and set targets, and then provides financial
support. Its funds must be repaid and are disbursed if
certain conditions are met.
The World Bank, Mr. Kinach said, also deals with
governments, but focuses on broad social issues health insurance, pension reforms, education, infrastructure development, e.g. housing, public transport
- instead of national economic policies. Mr. Kinach
said the terms of the World Bank's loans are "soft,"
and that it is "not a profit center - they basically make
enough to cover their costs of administration and
costs of borrowing."
"The EBRD is altogether different," the senior
banker said, "We are a profit-oriented investment
bank operating on the same principles as investment
and commercial banks in the West."
"Our objective is to identify credit worthy projects,
especially in the private sector, and finance those with
debt or equity, at interests that reflect prevailing market conditions and credit risk," Mr. Kinach explained,
"We look for projects which generate long-term
benefits to the community, as well as serve as an
e x a m p l e for other b u s i n e s s e s to e m u l a t e , " he
explained.
Mr. Kinach said the EBRD currently has just over
$200 million (U.S.) in loans and investments in
Ukraine, with about $400 million projected.

Born in Austria, raised in Montreal,
Jaroslav
Kinach received an M.B.A. from Columbia University
in 1969. He has made his home in Toronto since 1971,
where he began a 20-year career at the Toronto
Dominion Bank. At that institution he rose to a number
of senior positions, including president of the bank's
$350 million leasing subsidiary, TD Leasing.
Mr. Kinach left the TD Bank in 1991 to form a privately owned company, Veles Consulting Corp, focusing on Ukraine and specializing
in
international
finance and business development.
He was president of the Ukrainian
Canadian
Professional
and Business Federation's
Toronto
branch in 1979-1981, and co-founded the CanadaUkrainian Chamber of Commerce in 1993.
Mr. Kinach assumed the position of senior banker
and resident representative for the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) based in
London (England) in January, succeeding
Nestor
Gayowsky, who had served as the EBRD's representative in Ukraine since early 1993.
The interview below was conducted Mr. Kinach's
home in Toronto during a brief leave he took in August.
What is the nature and extent of the EBRD's
presence in Ukraine?
When the EBRD was created in 1992, the objective
was to create a mechanism that would finance perestroika in the target countries, that is, provide debt and
equity capital to the nascent private sector, help develop financial institutions and, generally, encourage
those countries to privatize their economies, thereby
creating not only wealth, but employment as well.
This would relieve the national governments from
managing their economies via state-owned enterprises,
and let them focus instead on national, social and economic issues and policies, and international affairs.
The bank's formative years were difficult and controversial. It didn't have a cohesive corporate culture
(the staff was eclectic and included bankers, diplomats, civil servants), and it comprised two distinct
operating units: a merchant bank and a development
bank.
In late 1993, a new president was appointed, Jacques
De Larosiere, who is a banker's banker (he was managing director of the IMF prior to the EBRD and previously was the governor of the Central Bank of France).
The EBRD became more focused - it is now one
operating unit focused on promoting privatization and
financing projects primarily in the private sector - and
a greater proportion of staff now comes from b e commercial and investment banking communities.
The bank's success in general will depend on how
well and quickly governments divest themselves of
state holdings and privatize their economies.
Regrettably, in Ukraine, the entire process of privatization has been evolving very slowly, and consequently our activities in Ukraine during our initial year
were quite modest. There were two reasons for this.
First, because not many enterprises that are large and
successful had been privatized. Secondly, because
those that had been privatized were either too small or
too weak financially, and thus not creditworthy.
However, our volume of financing, including debt
and equity, has expanded rapidly in the last eight
months, and we expect very substantial growth in our
loan and investment portfolios, as President Kuchma's
economic reforms take hold, and as privatization
accelerates and becomes more widespread.
We currently have just over $200 (U.S.) million in
loans and investments in Ukraine, while our pipeline
of projects is almost double this figure.
What are the EBRD's criteria for supporting a
project in Ukraine?
Our criteria are the same everywhere. Each and
every one of our financings - and these can be either a
loan, or equity financing or a loan guarantee - requires
that the project is financially feasible and economically justifiable with some multiplier effect and benefit to
the local economy. However, the credit worthiness of
the project is of paramount importance since, unless
we are assured of repayment, we will not provide
financing. In this regard, we operate as any other commercial or investment bank in the West. We must be
repaid since we are not a charitable institution.
As a matter of policy, the bank will not provide
more than one-third of a project's value in the private
sector, and the minimum that we finance directly is $5

million. This means that a project must have a minimum value of $ 15 million.
In the public sector, our financing criteria are less
restrictive and we are more flexible. But even here, we
insist that projects are credit worthy.
We recognize that our high minimum lending criteria would put our financing out of the reach of smaller
but attractive projects, so we established a 100 million
Ecu ($130 million U.S.) line of credit for small and
medium enterprises (SME). It is made available to
credit worthy businesses and entrepreneurs via qualified indigenous Ukrainian banks.
This SME line of credit accomplishes two things.
First, it provides debt or equity financing to small and
medium businesses, which are the backbone of the
slowly emerging private sector in Ukraine, and also
the fastest growing component of their economy.
Secondly, it gives our bank an opportunity to work
with selected Ukrainian banks, our intermediaries in
accessing small- and medium-sized businesses. This
gives us and our consultants an opportunity to work
closely with these indigenous banks to help them
improve their organizational structures, train and educate management in current banking practices, help
establish credit policies, teach risk analysis and myriad

The EBRD has identified
six key areas in Ukraine:
banking and finance; oil
and gas; energy; private
enterprise; agriculture;
and selective infrastructure projects.
other skills necessary to manage a modern bank.
Altogether, we are trying to teach local bankers an
array of new skills so that they can be effective
bankers in Ukraine and help finance their country's
economic development, as well as be able to deal in
the international banking market.
Are you working to raise the efficiency and solvency of the banking system in Ukraine?
Helping the banking industry specifically, and the
financial services sector generally, is one of our bank's
key strategies in Ukraine. Unless the banking system
develops and becomes more efficient and trustworthy
in attracting savings and providing credit, it will be
impossible to have widespread economic development.
Obviously, we can't finance everything ourselves.
That's why we're working with local banks, and are
trying to encourage foreign banks to open full service
branches in Ukraine.
At the moment, only France's Credit Lyonnais has a
full banking license, and we hope that licenses will
shortly be granted to Societe Generate and the Dutch
bank ING, both of which recently applied for licenses
as well.
What were you personally hired to do as the
EBRD's representative?
Essentially, I was hired to make the bank's operations in Ukraine more effective and efficient, and raise
the profile of the bank in Ukraine, not only in government circles, but throughout the business community
as well. And, of course, the bank also wants to do
more business in Ukraine.
The EBRD's president, Mr. DeLarosiere, assured
me that the EBRD is serious about expanding its activities on all fronts in Ukraine and that to accomplish
this objective, they needed a banker rather than a
diplomat.
Then again, in my capacity as the bank's resident
representative in Ukraine, I'm a banker, diplomat,
advisor to business and government, lobbyist and deal
maker. You couldn't ask for a better job!
So there is an element of diplomacy to what you do?
(Continued on page 16)
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FOR THE RECORD: Coalition statement on U.S. foreign assistance
Following is the text of a statement
delivered by Eugene Iwanciw, director of
the UNA Washington Office, on behalf of
the Central and East European Coalition.
The Central and East European
Coalition (CEEC), comprising 18 national grassroots organizations representing
22 million Americans who trace their
heritage to that part of the world,
applauds Chairman Mitch McConnell
(R-Ky.) for his leadership in drafting a
foreign assistance bill which provides
much-needed support for the countries of
Central and East Europe. We are particularly pleased that the senator and the
committee have focused additional attention on the non-Russian nations of the
former Soviet Union, p a r t i c u l a r l y
Ukraine and Armenia.
The coalition strongly believes that the
long-term national security and budget
interests of the United States require a
strong commitment to the transition of
Central and East European countries to
fully democratic and free market nations.
That commitment requires an active U.S.
engagement in that part of the world.
The Central and East E u r o p e a n
Coalition believes that peace, stability
and democracy throughout Europe serve
the national security interests of the
United States. In this century, the United
States was called upon to fight two world
wars and a 45-year cold war - conflicts
which emanated from the heart of Europe
- in the furtherance of those vital geopolitical interests. The institutionalization
of democracy and market economies in
Central and East Europe is the best
means of guaranteeing that there will be
no further European conflicts which will
entangle the United States. We believe
that with the collapse of communism and
the Soviet Union, the objectives of peace,
stability and democracy in Europe are
achievable. For those objectives to be
achieved, however, requires the continued engagement, support and assistance
of the United States and the West.
Since the signing of the Camp David
Accords, the United States has wisely
supported the peace process in the
Middle East. That long-term commitment is now paying d i v i d e n d s with
increased stability throughout that region
of the world. Similarly, the strengthening
of democracy and market economies in
the countries of Central and East Europe
will require a long-term commitment by
the United States. Forty-five to 75 years
of communist oppression and tyranny
cannot be eradicated overnight.
Continued United States engagement
in Central and East Europe must take
various forms. The most visible is our

Coalition advocates...
(Continued from page 1)
Hank Brown (R-Colo.) which would
establish a process to facilitate the expansion of NATO. He noted: "The adverse
consequences of our withdrawal from
Europe at critical times in the past fill
history b o o k s . We must not p e r m i t
Central and East Europe to languish in a
security vacuum."
The C E E C also e n d o r s e d the
Humanitarian Aid Corridor Act, which
will be offered as an amendment by
Senator Majority Leader Robert Dole (RKansas) and Sen. Paul Simon (D-Ill.).
Tim Jemal of the Armenian Assembly of
America reiterated the coalition's belief
that "[t]he United States should demand
that its allies maintain a simple, humane
policy that allows U.S. assistance to flow
through open corridors."
Emphasizing that the coalition supports not only increased assistance to

foreign assistance. While we had hoped
that the administration's over-all funding
levels would be accepted by the
Congress, we were particularly distressed
by the severe cuts the House of
Representatives made in the programs for
Central and Eastern Europe, particularly
in the Freedom Support Act (FSA). We
commend the Senate Subcommittee on
Foreign Operations, under Chairman
McConnell's leadership, for restoring
many of those cuts and we urge the
Senate to adopt the levels of funding for
FSA and SEED contained in the bill as
reported from the A p p r o p r i a t i o n s
Committee. We especially applaud the
attention which Sen. McConnell and the
committee have given to the non-Russian
nations c o n s i d e r e d part of the New
Independent States (NIS). For the past
three years, the bulk of assistance to the
NIS went to Russia. This bill provides
U.S. policy with the balance it should
have in our dealing with the nations of
Central and East Europe.
Secondly, our engagement demands
involvement in the security issues of the
region. We believe that the general stability and security of the region can best
be accomplished through the expansion
of NATO to include all the nations of the
region who desire to join the alliance and
meet the criteria for membership. For
that reason, we strongly support the
funding for the Warsaw Initiative and the
NATO Participation amendment which
Sen. Hank Brown (R-Colo.) will offer
during floor consideration of the Foreign
Assistance Appropriations Act.
Thirdly, we believe that the U.S. assistance should focus on those countries
which have demonstrated progress in the
establishment of democratic institutions
and market reforms as well as respect for
basic human rights. That criteria must
also include a commitment not to hinder
international humanitarian relief efforts.
For that r e a s o n , we e n d o r s e the
H u m a n i t a r i a n C o r r i d o r s Act which
Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole (RKan.) will offer as an amendment to the
Appropriations Act during Senate floor
consideration. This amendment would
suspend assistance to any country which
hinders U.S. humanitarian relief efforts
to a third country.
Fourthly, as U.S. assistance to this
important part of the world is unfortunately reduced, it is vital that the U.S.
Agency for International Development
(USAID) maximize the impact of every
dollar of assistance. For far too long we
have heard about waste, inefficiencies,
and fraud in these programs. It is time to
take the Beltway Bandits off the public
dole and to work through organizations
Central and Eastern Europe but also
reform of the aid delivery process was
Avo Ora of the Joint Baltic American
National Committee. In his statement, he
detailed suggestions for improving the
efficient use of foreign aid funding.
Among the suggestions were the use of
"region-specific organizations" in aid
implementation and increased accountability in the grant-making process.
While not affected by the foreign
assistance bill, the Central and East
European Coalition reiterated its support
for U.S. broadcasting to the region,
specifically Voice of America (VOA)
and Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty
(RFE/RL). Mr. Iwanciw noted that it
would be "a major mistake to reduce the
budget of the broadcasting services."
Each speaker at the press conference
praised Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.),
chairman of the Foreign Operations
Subcommittee of the Senate Appropriations
Committee, for his leadership in crafting the
Senate version of the bill.

with both an understanding of the region
and a demonstrated, long-term commitment to the establishment of democratic
and free market institutions in the countries of Central and East Europe. In the
six years since the Berlin Wall came
down, USAID has been unable to institute these reforms so we call upon the
Congress to take the initiative in reforming the delivery of U.S. foreign assistance.
Finally, an aspect of our engagement
in Central and East Europe involves the
flow of information and ideas to the peoples of Central and East Europe. For five
decades, the United States has provided
the peoples of this region with timely and
accurate information through the Voice of
A m e r i c a (VOA) and Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL). These
programs are as vital today as they were
during the communist period. Democracy
is still in its infancy in most, if not all, of
the nations of Central and East Europe.
Few, if any, of these countries have a
firmly-established independent media,
particularly electronic media. Today,
VOA and RFE/RL are playing critical
roles in the establishment of democracy
throughout the region. Last year the
Congress enacted legislation which brings
better coordination to the work of the two
broadcasting services. This has resulted in

substantial savings in the FY 1996 budget. It would, however, be a major mistake to reduce the budget of the broadcasting services below the levels currently in the Commerce, Justice, State and
Judiciary Appropriations Act and the
coalition strongly opposes any such
effort.
The United States spent hundreds of
billions of dollars to win the Cold War. It
would be tragic were the United States to
lose the peace through short-sighted policies and illusionary budgetary savings.
An investment in democracy building
today will pay dividends through longterm security and reduced military
expenditures for the United States.
In conclusion, the Central and East
European Coalition urges the Senate to
a p p r o v e the Foreign
Assistance
Appropriations Act with the Committee
approved spending levels for FSA and
SEED, to adopt the NATO Participation
and Humanitarian Corridors amendments, to oppose any efforts to reduce
funding for VOA and RFE/RL in the
Commerce-Justice Appropriations Act,
and to begin reforming USAID to ensure
that our foreign assistance is used effectively and efficiently. We especially urge
the House conferees to accept these provisions during the House-Senate conference on the bills.

Romanow leads delegation to Ukraine
REGINA, Saskatchewan - Premier Roy
Romanow of Saskatchewan announced he
will lead a trade and investment mission to
Western Europe and Ukraine from
September 26 to October 8.
Mr. Romanow and a Saskatchewan delegation representing the sectors of energy,
agricultural machinery and cultural industries, have meetings set for the 11 days
abroad in England, Germany and Ukraine.
"The mission to Western Europe will
focus on investment promotion with both
the financial community and with major
agricultural biotechnology and chemical
companies that have raised the possibility
of relocating research and development
operations to western Canada," Premier
Romanow said. "I am going there to persuade them to choose Saskatchewan."
In England, a key objective will be to
meet with members of one of the world's
most important financial communities to
d i s c u s s the p o s i t i v e p r o s p e c t s for
Saskatchewan's economy. In addition,
meetings are being pursued with a major
European agricultural biotech company,
the International Grains Council and the
European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, which finances major capital projects in Ukraine and other members of the former East Bloc.
In Germany, the mission will also meet
with biotech and uranium companies considering relocation of research and development personnel to Saskatchewan. While
in Berlin, the premier will be joined by a
Saskatchewan trade mission of agricultural
machinery and production companies to
promote new sales to Germany, and
through it, to Central and Western Europe
and Ukraine.
In Ukraine, Premier Romanow and
President Leonid Kuchma intend to formally launch the Plan of Action contained
in the proposed Saskatchewan-Ukraine
Cooperation Agreement, which was developed by a community-based advisory
committee and approved and announced
by the government of Saskatchewan last
May.
"The economy of Ukraine has stabilized, reforms are well under way, and
the World Bank now b e l i e v e s that
Ukraine has the best growth potential of
all of the countries of the former Soviet

Union," Mr. Romanow said.
"Saskatchewan's dynamic Ukrainian
community has long-standing cultural
and educational ties with Ukraine that
can now give our province an advantage
in developing new, mutually beneficial
economic relations, especially in energy
and agriculture," he added.
"My mission to Ukraine will build on
our existing ties by putting into place a
government-to-government framework
to guide future cooperation in economic,
cultural and democratic development,"
Mr. Romanow said.
The Saskatchewan-Ukraine Cooperation
agreement contains proposed joint initiatives in energy, agriculture, cultural industries, business development, education,
health and parliamentary exchange.
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The voice of experience
To most Americans it may not be a "sexy" issue, like welfare reform,
which has been the focus of the most recent news reports on the work of the
U.S. Congress. However, foreign aid is central to the leadership role the
United States plays in the world, and how that foreign aid is disbursed is key.
That's why the Central and East European Coalition this week held a press
conference in the U.S Capitol. The briefing focused on the leadership of Sen.
Mitch McConnell, chairman of the Foreign Operations Subcommittee of the
Appropriations Committee, who had seen to it that the Senate's foreign aid bill
provided support for the emerging states of Central and Eastern Europe.
As one of the spokesmen for the coalition, Eugene Iwanciw of the Ukrainian
National Association, noted, the bill reported out of the McConnell subcommittee "provides U.S. policy with the balance it should have in our dealings with
the nations of Central and East Europe." Expressing dismay over the foreign
aid cuts approved by the House of Representatives, the coalition urged the full
Senate to adopt the funding levels approved by the Appropriations Committee,
arguing that "the long-term national security and budget interests of the United
States require a strong commitment to the transition of Central and East
European countries to fully democratic and free-market nations."
The members of the Central and East European Coalition argued also for
an amendment offered by Sen. Hank Brown, which would establish a concrete process for NATO expansion. "Continued Western hesitation in
expanding NATO would redraw the lines imposed by Stalin and signal
Russian imperialists that they, in fact, enjoy a 'sphere of influence' in
Central and Eastern Europe," something that runs counter to "U.S. geopolitical interests in a stable secure, unified and democratic Europe," stated
Frank Koszorus of the Hungarian American Coalition.
Yet another issue raised at the CEEC press conference was the top-to-bottom
reform of US AID needed to ensure that assistance is delivered more effectively.
Avo E. Ora of the Joint Baltic American National Committee underscored that
the coalition is "united in our demands for the effective use of resources" and in
its opposition to wasting funds on "short-term, less-than efficient programs." To
that end, the CEEC is advocating more accountable grant procedures and the use
of region-specific organizations which have the knowledge, experience and linguistic skills to ensure that U.S. aid works, and works well.
Timothy Jemal of the Armenian Assembly of America focused on the
Humanitarian Aid Corridor Act, another amendment to the foreign aid bill. He
noted, "This legislation espouses the fundamental principle that the United
States should not provide assistance to any country which deliberately prevents
the transport of American humanitarian assistance through its borders."
The CEEC also reinforced its support for broadcasting to Central and
Eastern Europe via VOA and RFE/RL, pointing out that these services continue to play critical roles in the establishment of democracy in that region.
As these words are being printed, the Senate had begun consideration of the
foreign aid bill. Afterwards the bill had yet to go to House-Senate conferees,
who are to reconcile the differences between the two versions of the bill.
Hopefully, members of Congress were listening when the Central and East
European Coalition, which comprises 18 national organizations representing 22
million Americans, spoke.

Turning the pages back...
This year marks the 50th anniversary of the founding of
the emigre literary organization, Mystetskyi Ukrainskyi
Rukh (Artistic Ukrainian Movement).
It was established on September 25, 1945, in Furth, Germany, as Prof. Danylo
Struk noted in his essay about MUR, "only four months and 17 days after V.E.
Day and before the [United Nations Refugee Relief Administration] took official
control of the [Displaced Person] camps in partitioned Germany."
Equally notable, and surprising, is that this group of writers, spearheaded by
critic and linguist Yuriy (Sherekh) Shevelov, and including Ivan Bahriany, Viktor
(Domontovych) Petrov, Ihor Kostetsky, Yuriy Kosach and Ivan Maistrenko, were
the first Ukrainian DPs to organize into a formal organization.
The aim of the group, which grew to include 61 writers and artists, was to continue the work of Mykola Khvyliovy, the charismatic leader of VAPLITE, the elitist literary group crushed by the Stalinist regime in the early 1930s, in setting high
artistic standards, fostering the development of Ukrainian culture and seeking to
establish "a new literary era."
Although frustrated in its attempts to establish an independent publishing house
and printing press, MUR did produce the outstanding journal Arka, three miscellanies (Zbirnyky) and an almanac; organized three conferences on literature and criticism; and helped the literary talents thrown together in post-war Germany make it
into print.
The books of Bahriany, Domontovych, Kosach, Kostetsky, Dokia Humenna,
Yuriy Klen, Bohdan Krawciw, Todos Osmachka and Yaroslav Slavutych appeared
with MUR's imprint of approval.
MUR gradually disintegrated by 1948, because of increasing pressure from
nationalist parties attempting to assert control over it, because of a lack of funds,
and the emigration of most of its members to North America.
Sources: "MUR," Encyclopedia of Ukraine, Vol. 3 (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1993); D.H. Struk, "Organizational Aspects of DP Literary Activity," "The Refugee
Experience" (Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 1992).
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NEWS ANALYSIS: Ukraine
and the Council of Europe
by Taras Kuzio
On September 26 the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe (CE)
will hear a report by Ukraine on its readiness to join this 34-member organization,
arguably the most authoritative and representative organization on the European
continent.
The Parliamentary Assembly of the CE
has decided to recommend Ukraine for
admission to it after Hans-Peter Furrer, a
senior CE political officer, stated on
September 1 that Ukraine basically qualifies
for admission. If the Parliamentary
Assembly formally approves Ukraine's
application for membership, it must be confirmed by the CE's Council of Ministers at
its November 9 session.
Ukraine applied for membership in the
Council of Europe over three years ago, in
June 1992, and has had special observer status in the CE's Parliamentary Assembly
since September of that same year. Ukraine
has ratified the European Cultural
Convention and the Convention on Basic
Principles of Cross-Border Cooperation, and
has stated its willingness to ratify the
Convention on the Struggle Against Crime.
During the last three years since Ukraine's
initial application to join the CE, nine other
Central and Eastern European countries have
been admitted into the CE, including the
three Baltic republics and Moldova, the only
member-state from the Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS). Moldova was
admitted into the CE despite the unresolved
ethnic conflict in its separatist Transdniester
region and the presence of the unwelcome
Russian 14th Army on its territory.
Three conditions for accession to the
CE - legislation to safeguard national
minorities, free elections and a new postSoviet constitution - have all been raised
at various times as serious obstacles preventing Ukraine's membership.
Ukraine introduced national minority
legislation and created a ministry to deal
with this question as long ago as 19911992. Its policies towards national minorities are regarded as some of the most progressive, not only in the former Soviet
bloc, but throughout Europe. Ukraine
finances out of its own budget, for example, the repatriation of Tatars to their
Crimean homeland.
Parliamentary and presidential elections
were held in Ukraine last year and were
deemed to be fair and free by the CE, as well
as the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) and the
European Union. Ukraine also has no territorial claims on any neighboring country and
has been a strong proponent of the territorial
status quo in Central and Eastern Europe.
Permanent missions of the United Nations
and the Council of Europe have been
allowed to open in Kyyiv.
Ukraine has still to adopt a post-Soviet
constitution. But, in the words of Ukrainian
Foreign Minister Hennadiy Udovenko, "The
constitution we use now contains 140
amendments. There is nothing left from the
former constitution now."
The Foreign Ministry and Parliament have
done much work to bring Ukrainian laws
into compliance with international standards.
Indeed, during a May visit to Kyyiv, Miguel
Angel Martinez, chairman of the C E ' s
Parliamentary Assembly, admitted that the
amended Soviet-era constitution would not
be a hindrance because it no longer contradicts international standards.
The adoption of an interim petit constituTaras Kuzio is a research fellow at the
Center for Russian and East European
Studies,
University
of
Birmingham
(England).

tion in early June in the form of a constitutional agreement between Parliament and
the president has further removed this obstacle from U k r a i n e ' s admittance to the
Council of Europe. Ukraine has stated its
clear intention to ratify the European
Convention on Human Rights and accompanying protocols immediately after it is
admitted to the CE.
The reasons for the CE's foot-dragging on
Ukraine's membership, therefore, have to be
sought elsewhere: in the realm of geopolitics,
rather than concern for Ukraine's alleged lack
of democratic transformation.
Minister Udovenko pointed out earlier
this year that, "We have fulfilled all the
conditions of the Council of Europe, and I
think we could have been accepted a long
time ago. We don't know where the delays
are originating. We keep hearing from
Strasbourg that this isn't so, that isn't so."
Mr. U d o v e n k o l a m e n t e d that, "The
Council of Europe is not in a hurry to
admit Ukraine."
The CE has slowed down Ukraine's accession because it could "irritate other candidates
waiting a long time for admission," Mr.
Martinez admitted. Mr. Martinez's oblique
reference was to Russia's insistence that
Ukraine not be allowed to join before it had
- a concession to Moscow that defies logic.
After all, in contrast to Russia, Ukraine has
not experienced political violence and has
dealt with its separatist Crimean region in a
peaceful manner. (Russian membership in the
CE has been frozen until next year in
response to its military intervention in
Chechnya.)
Nevertheless, the majority view within the
Council of Europe is to bring Ukraine and
Russia in at the same time, despite the fact
that no arguments exist to keep Ukraine out.
As Borys Tarasiuk, the first deputy foreign
minister of Ukraine, bemoaned recently, "In
the West, Ukraine is widely misunderstood.
Some people confuse Ukraine with Russia,
which indicates a kind of indoctrination of the
Western papulation. The Soviet Union is
Russia, and Russia is the Soviet Union.
Nobody was concerned with Ukraine, and
suddenly Ukraine appeared on the map.
Many Westerners say, 'Oh! It's part of
Russia.' That's how Ukraine was viewed in
the West for decades."
Ukraine's application for CE membership
should not be made conditional on Russia's
prospects, which should be treated separately and relate to that state's own domestic
democratic transformation.
Zsolt Nemeth, a Hungarian raporteur for
the Committee of Legal Affairs and Human
Rights of the CE who visited Kyyiv and the
Crimea on April 10-14 of this year, has
argued that, "each country should be judged
on its own merits." He added, "Ukraine has
proved that, unlike Russia, it is able to settle
its conflicts peacefully and is able to abide
by the principles of international legal
norms." In exchange for CE membership,
Ukraine should be asked, he believed, to
drop the death penalty, introduce a new constitution within its own agreed time-frame of
one year and adopt a new criminal code.
In a speech in Kyyiv earlier this month
Malcolm Rifkind, British defense secretary,
stated that, "The United Kingdom welcomes
and supports the prospect of your early membership (in the CE)," reflecting growing
Western recognition of Ukraine's strategic
role in the new post-Cold War Europe.
In the view of the Hungarian CE raporteur, Ukraine should be admitted to the CE
because, "it is in the interests of Europe and
that of the democratic forces of Europe."
Ukraine has fulfilled all of the conditions
for membership and the Council of Europe,
therefore, should finally do the only honorable thing at its September 26 meeting: vote
in favor of allowing Ukraine to join.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Let's participate
in kids' schooling
Dear Editor:
Here it is, September, and another
school year has b e g u n . And for
Ukrainian American families, another
year of Ukrainian school. Groans are
heard all over America and Canada!
"Ugh, Uke school! Why do we have to
go?" "It's so boring." Or, "The teachers
are so mean." Etc., etc., etc.
This is the very reason for my letter
today. W e , the parents of Ukrainian
American children, have got to make our
children want to go to Ukrainian school,
to love being Ukrainian and to feel proud
of their heritage.
For starters, let's participate in the
schooling of our children. Let's help
Ukrainian school teachers by being
classroom assistants, helping out at
lunchtime (pererva), and putting together
field trips, special activities such as making pysanky at Easter, teaching children
how to make Ukrainian Christmas tree
ornaments, and even teaching Ukrainian
cooking (parents can volunteer their
kitchens for this last idea). There is such
a wealth of things to teach our children,
which would make learning fun and
actually help preserve our rich heritage.
Perhaps the building our Ukrainian
school holds classes in is unsuitable, also
adding to our children's lack of morale.
We need to raise money to buy our own
buildings, so that we can all feel a sense
of pride as well as responsibility in the
education of our young.
Lastly, let's help each other out by
e n c o u r a g i n g other parents to speak
Ukrainian to each other and to their children. If you know a family where the
parents don't speak Ukrainian, invite
their children to your home from time to
time, to let the children experience the
beauty of our language, and to get to
exercise their own Ukrainian speaking
skills, however weak they may be.
I've been approached so many times
by strangers who, upon hearing me speak
Ukrainian to my children, have said,
"Oh, I wish my parents had taught me to
speak (insert native language here) -- it's
such a gift, and so wonderful for your
children. They'll be so grateful to you
later on in life." So let's all give our children this gift, enlisting the aid of grandparents and other relatives, if possible.
We Ukrainian Americans need to
strive to retain our wonderful heritage,
and the best place for a concentrated
effort is in our Ukrainian schools.
Marta Martyniuk-Bodnar
Medina, Ohio

If only alcoholism
were a myth...
Dear Editor:
After reading the letter from Irene
Gavriluk (September 10) I only wish that
her idea that alcoholism in Ukraine is
only a myth were indeed true. But, alas,
it is not a myth and to negate its widespread existence - more endemic than
epidemic - is analogous to burying one's
head in the sand of denial. As long as we
call this tragedy "a myth," we will never
be able to eradicate it.
For decades, I have worked with various university groups on National
Institute of Health grants to study alcoholism in East European and Soviet
nations. I spent many years tracking the
studies in Ukraine and other republics.

Even with grossly underreported incidents, it is obvious that proportionately
Ukraine has many more alcoholics than
California. There are far more people living in Ukraine who have a greater predisposition to alcoholism than in other
countries, except Russia.
Since Ukraine's independence, I have
spent many months traveling there during these four years and have personally
observed that this tragic occurrence is on
the upswing, being fueled by economic
uncertainties. Your reader, Ms. McGee,
is right on the money when she refers to
this national tragedy as "Ukraine's insurmountable alcoholism problem" because
that is what it really is.
I also give this young high school student credit for her insight on how
Americans' perception of Ukraine's association with "vodka" being a laughing
matter is not in the best interest of Ukraine
and Ukrainians. Ms. McGee also points
out the extreme ignorance and lack of
class of some of our Embassy personnel. I
commend her for this.
While some liquor can be purchased,
the majority of it is the h o m e m a d e
"white lightning," or samohonka. This is
the liquor of choice in the outlying areas.
Let's keep in mind that Ukraine did
not come to embrace alcohol willingly.
Alcohol was introduced to the people
during their tragic era of serfdom by
Ukraine's many oppressors who knew
that a serf in a stupor would less likely
question his miserable condition. Polish
and Russian l a n d l o r d s , who held a
monopoly on liquor production, set quotas on liquor consumption for their serfs.
The introduction of the korchma - the
tavern, if you will - provided the serf a
place to drown his sorrow and socialize.
A serf who did not spend a certain
amount of his meager weekly earnings
on alcohol was in danger of being publicly flogged and tavern keepers kept
careful tabs to m a k e sure that the
"guilty" were properly punished.
Instead of promulgating and perpetuating this m i s e r a b l e condition via
"Clintovka" and the like, it is time for us
to help rid Ukraine of this "happy juice"
and get its people back on their feet. A
social drink now and then would not
hurt, but drinking toasts until one gets
smashed to the hilt is no way to live.
Let's break this vicious cycle.
Boris I. Dolyniuk, Ph.D.
Miami

Dershowitz maligns
Ukraine yet again
Dear Editor:
Comments made by Harvard's Alan
Dershowitz, regarding information contained in Helen D e m i d e n k o ' s recent
book (Myron Kuropas, "Thunder down
under," September 3) indicate that Mr.
Dershowitz has been spoiling for a fight
for years. He has never missed an opportunity to malign Ukraine and Ukrainians.
Regarding the provable implication of
Jews in various levels of the Communist
Party (in the USSR as well as in this
country), this gent has been living in a
fantasy world far too long.
Now he states that he welcomes the
lawsuit instigated by the Australian
Federation of Ukrainian Organizations
which will "...provide an excellent forum
for reminding the world of the complicity of so many Ukrainians in the Nazi
Holocaust." If that is what he wishes,
then we should not d e p r i v e Mr.
Dershowitz of such an opportunity.

W h a t ' s more, Ukrainian American
organizations should join our Australian
brethren in this suit. The perennially
pesky Mr. Dershowitz has been asking
for it for a very long time. Let's let him
have it!

Historical facts
shed light on policy
Dear Editor:

I hate to d i s a p p o i n t T a m a r a
Koropetska in her search for "nationalist
fantasies" and other diaspora bogeymen
lurking behind "Ukrainian only" offices
in Kyyiv (August 13). But the rationale
for such policies is surely less insidious.
Most diaspora Ukrainians understand
Russian poorly, so they hire people who
can communicate with them.
I am a journalist working out of my
home and my sole employee is a maid.
She knew this is a "Ukrainian only"
premises when I hired her. And it wasn't
discrimination. It was a requirement for a
job that paid triple the average monthly
wage. I d o n ' t care when she speaks
Russian to my dog. He doesn't understand Russian commands anyway. But
she had better speak Ukrainian when the
Russophone gas man comes for an emergency visit because I want to know if my
water heater is about to explode.
And guess what! The repairman understands every word she says. Indeed, Ms.
Koropetska is misguided and misinformed
when she assumes that "Ukrainian citizens
who speak only Russian" don't understand
Ukrainian and that requiring employees to
address them in what is, after all, the state
language, in some way denies them their
rights. In five years of living and working
in Ukraine, I've never encountered a local
resident who didn't understand Ukrainian.
Even in Sevastopil, where many people
would rather cut off their tongue than speak
Ukrainian, the language is understood perfectly well.
Besides, why does Ms. Koropetska
limit her defense of language rights to
Russian speakers? If her point is that citizens of U k r a i n e who do not speak
Ukrainian have the right to use their
n a t i v e l a n g u a g e at work, then why
d o e s n ' t that right extend to Crimean
Tatars, Bulgarians, Poles or the other
106 nationalities that call Ukraine home?
The fact is, there is no such right. Offices
are not countries and the right to retain a
culture does not extend to job applicants.
There is a Ukrainian saying: "He who
pays the fiddler orders the song." If
Russian speakers want the privilege of
working for an elite Western company or
agency headed by a diaspora Ukrainian,
they should speak the language of whoever pays their wages. If they don't like it,
there are plenty of Russophone businesses
they can work for. That is not "forc[ing]
their own language and culture on other
people." It's called the job market.
"Is this the right way to solve what [I]
p e r c e i v e as a p r o b l e m in U k r a i n e
today?" Does Ms. Koropetska know a
better way? Ukrainian will never become
the language of choice in U k r a i n e ' s
Russophone regions, including Kyyiv,
until people consider it worth their while.
A fat Western paycheck is about as
worthwhile as it gets around here.
As for her defense of "Russian speakers," perhaps Ms. Koropetska should look
for support from Vladimir Zhirinovsky.

In response to Tamara Koropetska's
opinions on the "Ukrainian only" policy
(August 13), I would like to add a few
facts that may assist Ms. Koropetska's
understanding of the Ukrainian chauvinism she addressed.
I don't want to dwell on the polemics
of "what Ukraine ought to be," or "how
the diaspora would like it to be." Instead,
I will mention a few historical facts that
may explain such a policy.
First of all, the bigotry she mentioned
was not learned from the Soviet Union, as
she claimed, but had its unfortunate origins
as a government-sponsored policy of imperial Russia. To marginalize bigotry as a
Soviet phenomenon, as Ms. Koropetska
did, is an attempt to pardon the Russians
because the USSR, indeed, was a multi-ethnic empire.
During the 19th century the use of
government-sponsored ideology and propaganda played a heavy role, as it had in
previous expansions, when colonizing
lands and peoples like the Ukrainians. A
few cruel and deliberate policies were
instituted to deal with " s u b v e r s i v e "
nations that got in the way of Russian
colonial expansion. One such policy,
pan-Slavism, was an ideology sponsored
by the tsar that guided gullible "Little"
and "White" Russians into believing they
were part of a brotherhood of Slavic
nations.
Tsarist imperialism and chauvinism
were commonplace and were used to
destroy, among other things, the Eastern
Catholic Church; among the Belarusians, it
was completely obliterated in the 1830s.
The churches that the tsar and tsarina went
after were particularly troublesome,
because they manifested a degree of national identity, like the Ukrainian Catholic
Church. By the late 1860s there were no
Eastern Catholic (Ukrainian and
Belarusian) Churches to speak of in the
Russian Empire. The Ems Ukase of 1876,
another tsarist design, strictly forbade publication of anything in the Ukrainian language or the instructional use of Ukrainian
in the Russian Empire.
The point is simple: this bigotry mentioned by Ms. Koropetska was rooted long
before the Soviet Union was conceived.
The USSR was only the latest phase of
Russification and expansionism, and little
different from imperial Russia's government-sponsored ideologies.
It is upsetting that for so long the
Russians had great opportunities to shape
a livable and just future for themselves.
Instead, they always chose governmentsponsored perfidy. Far worse, they
couldn't restrain themselves from attacking, without provocation, and burdening
other nationalities with the megalomaniacal schemes that were the cornerstone of
any government in Russia since the
Middle Ages. Now that Russians are
upset (and maybe some Ukrainians), and
reasonably so, they cry "wolf and want
to reap the benefits and protection of
democratic principles, when Russian policy for so long, either in the guise of
Slavic brotherhood, or Soviet "utopia,"
had resisted democratic principles in
practice.
That Russians beleaguered their own
nation is one problem, but it's a shame that
the legacy of their schemes resulted in a
handful of republics that are having gross
difficulties adjusting to the influence of past
Russian imperialism.

Mary Mycio
Kyyiv

Joseph V. Hirniak
Lancaster, Pa.

Penelope Laska
New Orleans

Language policy
reflects needs
Dear Editor:
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U.S. delegation visits Ukraine's Civil Defense Department as part of PFP Program
by Inia Yevich
A U.S. delegation of experts from the
Department of Defense visited Ukraine's
Civil Defense Department on July 9-16
to begin communication and interaction
between emergency planning and man
agement of the United States and the
Ukrainian Ministry of Defense.
The delegation was headed by Sheila
Dryden, Office of the Undersecretary of
Defense for Emergency Planning.
The Ukrainian Civil Defense Ministry
had prepared an extensive and very busy
program for the visiting delegation. The
main purpose was to brief the delegation
about the Civil Defense Department of
Ukraine, its management, structure and
training programs. As well, the delega
tion toured various Ukrainian facilities
that may be involved in emergency plan
ning.
The group of delegates was divided into
two teams. The first team was the group
from the Department of Transportation,
Department of Agriculture, Federal
Emergency Management Agency and
Department of Defense. The second group
was a medical group consisting of Dr.
Lawrence Flesh, Capt. Eric Kearsley, Patty
Watson and this writer, who served as one
of the delegation's translators.
The trip began in Kyyiv with a day of
briefings about the Civil Defense
Department of Ukraine. The head of the
Civil Defense Department, Gen.
Hrezchnikov, was not able to attend any
of the meetings because he was attending
to the disaster then occurring in Kharkiv
as a result of heavy rains and flash floods.
Therefore, theTiead of the Ukrainian dele
gation was Gen. Kupasniak.
The first day was spent at the Civil
Defense Department, which had recently
become a civilian agency as opposed to
military. Draftees will come into the mil
itary and have a choice of joining the
civil defense or branches of the military.
Civil defense goals are to prevent acciInia Yevich, a lieutenant colonel in the
U.S. Army Reserve, was a member of the
delegation from the U.S. Department of
Defense that visited Ukraine on the invi
tation of the Civil Defense Department.

fj.S. delegation members ^ Ш

dents, to warn and inform people if there
is a disaster, protect the public during
times of disaster, organize defense, carry
out any necessary rescue operations and
train for any p o s s i b l e d i s a s t e r s in
Ukraine. The non-military civil defense
units have a very i m p o r t a n t role in
Ukraine as a preventive measurement
against disasters and also as a rapid reac
tion force. A possible counterpart is the
United States National Guard.
Brig. Gen. Edmond Zysk, the deputy
commander of the California National
Guard, was part of the delegation and
was extremely interested in possible fur
ther interaction between the Ukrainian
Civil Defense D e p a r t m e n t and the
California National Guard.
The entire day on July 9 was devoted
to learning about the structure of the
Civil Defense Department management
and organization. There were discussions
about communication and computer sys
tems that help predict accidents as well
as reactions that are appropriate for any
type of disaster.
It was stressed during this day that not
only is civil defense i m p o r t a n t for
Ukraine, but there is great importance
and necessity for international coopera
tion and training sessions. This is the
main reason for the visit of the U.S. deleg a t i o n , which is w o r k i n g u n d e r the
NATO Partnership for Peace Program.
Also present were representatives from
NATO and the Council of Europe, who
began a fruitful discussion of cooperation
among countries.
The following day the group was
divided and visited different sites. The
first group, headed by Ms. Dryden, visit
ed the Kyyiv hydropower plant and sev
eral other areas. The medical group was
taken on a tour of the main trauma emer
gency center of Kyyiv. This is a very
large center and consists of several sub
divisions. It is the main research center
for emergency medicine, as well as a
training center for Ukraine's emergency
medicine doctors. The extremely knowl
edgeable and enthusiastic director of this
training center has visited the United
States several times. He and a group of
doctors have come back with manuals
from the United States that they are

Inside an emergency team's tent-living quarters are Dr. Lawrence Flesh and
Capt. Eric Kearsley (in the background) with two trauma doctors from Ukraine.
translating with the goal of implementing
these into their program.
This main trauma center serves the
entire city of Kyyiv, working not only as
a trauma center but also to train teams of
doctors that would respond to any kind of
emergency situation in Ukraine. The tour
of the clinical facility reiterated a lot of
the briefings, that there is a rich human
r e s o u r c e of e n t h u s i a s t i c p e r s o n n e l ,
knowledgeable and willing to work, but a
great paucity of equipment and medica
tions. An example was given of the
ambulance system: 75 percent of avail
able ambulances are not functioning and
this really prolongs the waiting time for
any patient who is in a trauma situation.
As mentioned, this is also the center for
teams of doctors that go out in case of an
emergency in Ukraine or any other coun
try that invites them. The teams have their
own tents, which they take with them;
however, they do not bring any equipment
as they work in the area. We were able to
examine the tents and meet some of the
individual team members.
We were then taken to the Radiation
Institute of Kyyiv, which was established
in 1986 after the Chornobyl catastrophe

and is probably one of the foremost areas
for research and development in all of
Europe. The institute is involved in many
projects, including clinical research,
radiobiology, diagnostic research, treat
ment of patients exposed to radiation,
and especially prophylaxis against lowdose radiation.
A part of this institute is a 460-bed
hospital which we visited later in the
day. This institute, the hospital, as well
as a clinic are devoted entirely to people
who were affected by the Chornobyl
accident, including those who took part
in the clean-up operations and suffered
high doses of radiation, people who lived
in the irradiated zones, and the children
of these groups. No matter what area of
Ukraine the people presently live in, if
they have medical problems and need to
be evaluated, they can come to the Kyyiv
Radiation Institute.
We also visited the Chornobyl Clinic,
a well-developed facility that even has a
small hotel next to it so that people can
stay in the hotel while they are being
treated. It probably is a much better
equipped clinic than any other in Kyyiv,
having devoted a lot of time and exper
tise to treating victims of the Chornobyl
catastrophe.
Located approximately a 30-minute
drive outside of Kyyiv, is the Chornobyl
Hospital. This very large facility also has a
problem with equipment, but is well devel
oped and has very knowledgeable staff.
In the middle of the week, we took a
day trip to the Chornobyl nuclear plant.
We drove through very beautiful coun
tryside, however, when we reached the
site of Chornobyl, we noted fences and
restricted areas that people had to go
through to enter the area. Our visit to the
Chornobyl plant was quick and superfi
cial. However, the director went to great
pains to discuss the problems involved in
the plant's safety features. He noted that
they are trying extremely hard to main
tain safety levels and are also very con
cerned about their workers.
There are approximately 6,000 work
ers at the Chornobyl facility and a high
percentage of these workers were in
Chornobyl before the nuclear accident.
All the workers live in a specially con
structed village called Slavutych, which
was designed to provide a high living
standard for the people working at the
nuclear power plant.
Plant personnel were open to ques
tions and expressed much interest in hav
ing combined research programs and
opening up communication with western
countries. This gave Dr. Kearsley an
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(Continued from page 8)
opportunity to converse with their safety
officer about possible further communications and interactions.
On Wednesday evening, our group
was again split into two smaller groups.
One group took the train to Donetske,
while the other went to Odessa. The
Odessa group was to further evaluate and
see some of the civil defense training
programs and the medical facilities available in that city. In Donetske the group
toured a factory in that area and also saw
civil defense training sections.
Odessa is a very beautiful and clean
city, taking into account that this is a harbor city. There were many old and beautiful buildings in this bustling city.
Initially our group met with representatives of the Odessa government, who
described Odessa Oblast. Because it is a
port city, it has specific problems: pollution and contamination from factories.
There are also medical health concerns
about contagious diseases that may be
entering into the area.
The officials were very interested in
exchanging ideas with us about decontamination, prevention of pollution, transportation of hazardous materials, medical
research of contagious disease as well as
epidemiology and vaccinations.
After our meeting with the regional
authorities, we were divided into two
groups. The first group toured the Odessa
oil terminal and Odessa port plants; the
medical group headed toward several
medical facilities.
The first was the anti-plague station,
initially developed in the mid 1930s primarily for treatment and epidemiology of
communicable diseases. The center has
two major divisions, bacteriology and
virology. In this center, they can do epidemiology and also any type of identification of bacterial or viral specimens.
Specimens, transported in special containers, can be sent here from anywhere
in Ukraine. Once identification is done,
then the results can be sent on. For example, Mykolayiv recently reported an outbreak of cholera and this anti-plague
institute helped with the identification
and recommendations. They were also on
stand-by for any problems that might
occur in Kharkiv. In addition to research
and diagnosis of diseases, the institute
also has teams of doctors and specialists
who can be sent to different areas of the
country in case of a developing medical
problem.
Asked about problems with HIV, the

institute staffers said, yes, there is a definite problem with AIDS. It is more
prevalent in Odessa and thought to be
predominantly related to people with
intravenous drug abuse. To date, there
have been approximately 500 reported
cases of AIDS in the country. It is stated
that in the major hospitals of Ukraine, if
a patient has a major trauma or is to
undergo major surgery, he is tested for
HIV.
After leaving the anti-plague center,
we visited the large Odessa Oblast
Hospital, an extremely large medical
center with 260 beds that sees approximately 27,000 patients a year. There are
around 200 doctors working there with
several thousand ancillary medical help.
As in Kyyiv, they also have specially
trained groups of doctors that can
respond to civil defense emergencies.
Both in Kyyiv and in Odessa, the way
the medical system is set up, there is a
very large center to which patients can be
referred to. However, in every area or
oblast there are smaller medical clinics
and medical hospitals; initially a patient
will visit the smaller clinic and only if he
cannot be taken care of is he transported
to the larger facility.
All of these hospitals and medical
facilities are run by the government, and
there are no insurance plans. In Kyyiv,
however, we were informed that in the
last few years private clinics, as well as
private emergency centers, were being
established.
Our final visit in Odessa was to a burn
unit. Here again, the paucity of equipment and materials was extremely evident - a recurring theme wherever we
went. The final stage of our trip to
Odessa involved going to the border port
town of Ismail, south of Odessa, where
two rivers, the Dnister and Danube run
into the Black Sea. There again the main
civil defense problems are hazardous
chemicals and factories, and pollution.
As the mayor of Ismail told us, pollution
flows into the rivers and spills out into
the bay of the Black Sea.
As we were driving from Odessa to
Ismail, we drove through some very
beautiful parts of Ukraine. The steppe
region appears very rich, with fields of
wheat and sunflowers. Looking from a
bus you could see the beautiful blue sky
and the yellow fields of grain. Ismail was
a very interesting town with many different nationalities. It was first settled in
1812 and became a Ukrainian city
around 1940. It is a port city with numerous enterprises and businesses developing around it. We visited a paper mill and
witnessed an emergency drill for the

The medical triage center at a civil defense exercise.
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At a civil defense training exercise: (from left) Ltc. Inia Yevich, Ltc. Bykov, press
secretary of the Civil Defense Ministry, and Anya Dydyk-Petrenko, correspondent for the Voice of America.
entire factory. The mayor mentioned that
because Ismail has so many chemical
plants, military and civil defense units
work together to develop safety measures
and to train individuals how to deal with
hazardous conditions and emergencies.
City officials also have ambitious
plans on how to improve the city, develop ferries, construct bridges and enlarge
the airports. Unfortunately, as was mentioned during the entire tour, Ukraine is
undergoing financial and economic difficulties and many of the proposed plans
cannot be realized at this time.
It was an extremely interesting, whirlwind tour of Odessa and Ismail. After a
brief day and a half, we boarded a train
to return to Kyyiv. On Saturday, July 15,
our delegation was reunited and the
morning was spent witnessing a civil
defense exercise on the grounds of the
civil defense training center. The civil
defense training grounds are outside of
Kyyiv, in a large forested area that also
houses trainees there for six-month periods. We were greeted by the commander
of the post, who explained some of the
different training sessions. The actual
exercise was a multifaceted one that
involved not only fire, but chemical hazards, chemical and gas contamination,
and also medical triage and treatment.
After the demonstration, there was a
press conference and reporters had a
chance to ask questions. The main speakers were Ms. Dryden, head of the

American delegation, and Gen.
Kupasniak, representing Ukraine's Civil
Defense Department. Most of the questions were about the types of civil defense
projects available in Ukraine and the possibilities of working out a U.S.-Ukrainian
Partnership for Peace Program. Several
possible interactions between the U.S. and
Ukrainian civil defense or national guard
units were mentioned, and the possibility
was discussed, especially by the Council
of Europe, of setting up a disaster assessment center in Kyyiv.
Over all, this trip was an extremely
valuable experience both in terms of
cooperation between the two countries,
getting to know e'ach other and learning
about the possibilities of further projects.
An important intangible benefit was
meeting with people, interacting with
them and developing the interpersonal
communications that are so necessary for
further cooperation.
Most of the people I talked with were
very open. They were hopeful for a better
future and feel that an independent
Ukraine can prosper. They were also
very pleased and delighted that I, growing up in America, had continued to learn
Ukrainian and maintain my roots and
was not ashamed to speak in Ukrainian.
With such visits, there is hope that
there will be continued interaction and
communication between the United
States and the Ukrainian civil defense
program.

A demonstration of the civil defense training mission with personnel in special
gear removing patients.
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Internationally acclaimed Byzantine Choir of Utrecht to tour Canada
by Lesia Ferenc
T O R O N T O — In Europe, t h e y ' r e
hailed as "The Dutch Cossacks."
In the Ukrainian community they are
considered a priceless cultural treasure.
On stage, the
internationally
acclaimed Byzantine Choir of Utrecht,
Holland, is an extraordinary choral
ensemble and a glowing example of how
music truly is the international language.
What makes this 50-voice male a cappella chorus so unique are its members.
They're all Dutch. And for more than four
decades these outstanding singers have
been promoting Ukrainian music and cul
ture around the world. Their passion for
the music and its message transcends all
linguistic and cultural differences.
Established in 1951 by the distin
guished Ukrainian conductor and compos
er Dr. Myroslaw Antonowycz, the ensem
ble's repertoire is exclusively Eastern Rite
Old Church Slavonic and Ukrainian
sacred music as well as Ukrainian classical
works, folk songs and ballads.
In October, the Byzantine Choir will
launch its 45th anniversary season with a
six-city tour of Eastern Canada sponsored
by Toronto's Vesnivka Choir. Concerts
will be held in St. Catharines, Toronto,
Oshawa, Sudbury, Ottawa and Montreal.
"The B y z a n t i n e Choir is truly an
extraordinary ensemble and the commit
ment of its members to the music is
unsurpassed," said Vesnivka founding
director Kvitka Kondracki.
"Choir members are deeply religious
individuals and their spiritual devotion is
reflected in the sacred r e p e r t o i r e .
Performances are emotional and passion
ate. To hear them sing is a spiritually and
morally uplifting experience."
The Vesnivka Choir has a longstand
ing association with the Dutch ensemble.
The two choirs performed together in
London and Rome during the 1988 cele
brations of the Millennium of Christiani
ty in Ukraine.
Tour of Ukraine
In 1990, Ms. Kondracki conducted the
Byzantine Choir on a critically acclaimed
Lesia Ferenc is a member of the
Vesnivka Choir and the organizing commit
tee for the Byzantine Choir's Canadian
Tour. She is also bureau chief and staff
reporter at The Toronto Star
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The Byzantine Choir of Utrecht, Holland.
tour of Ukraine as part of the ensemble's
40th anniversary.
Standing-room-only audiences were
awestruck and moved to tears by these
Dutch singers and their passionate per
formances.
Describing a performance in Kyyiv,
Oles H o n c h a r , music critic for
Literaturna Ukraina, called it a "Once in
a lifetime experience."
"These talented Dutch singers have
given us a precious treasure. Through
their music they have released the very
spirit of Ukraine. We are deeply moved
by their gift," he wrote.
T o u c h e d by the warmth of the
Ukrainian p e o p l e , m e m b e r s of the
Byzantine Choir established an ongoing
humanitarian aid committee, raising
money for medical supplies, food and
clothing which they distribute to hospi
tals and orphanages in Lviv.
"The U k r a i n e tour was without a
doubt one of the most moving experi
ences of my career," Ms. Kondracki said
recalling how hundreds of people poured
out of St. George's Cathedral in Lviv
where the Byzantine Choir had just fin
ished singing the liturgy.
"The congregation surrounded us and
began to sing 'Mnohaya Lita.' It was an
unforgettable moment and a very touch
ing tribute to the choir. We were all
deeply moved," she added.
During a 1991 concert tour of France,
the Byzantine Choir raised $100,000 to
rebuild churches in Ukraine and the for
mer Eastern Bloc.
"They are indeed a rare group of indi
viduals who have opened their hearts to
Ukrainians everywhere," Ms. Kondracki
said. "Their unceasing dedication and love
of Ukrainian music is remarkable.
Ukrainians in Canada and the United
States are urged to show their support for
the Byzantine Choir by attending the con
certs and paying tribute to their efforts."
World War II roots
The history of the choir dates to the
end of World War II when a group of
Ukrainian professors and seminarians set
up a chape] and seminary in a monastery
in Columberg, Holland. They brought
with them a wealth of traditional a cappella church music influenced by the
Byzantine Rite, introduced in 988 when
Ukraine converted to Christianity.

The seminarians formed a chapel choir
led by Dr. Antonowycz. The magnificent
music attracted p e o p l e from across
Holland and Europe.
The chapel choir was disbanded in
1950 when the seminarians began leav
ing Columberg to take on new duties as
priests in Ukrainian parishes worldwide.
Encouraged by public support to con
tinue the historically important work of
the chapel choir and by the flood of con
cert requests, Dr. Antonowycz approached
the Dutch community with a proposal to
form a new ensemble.
The response was overwhelming and
on February 9, 1951, Dr. Antonowycz
and co-founder Msgr. A.G. Smit, head of
the'Apostolate Reunion of Eastern Rite
C h u r c h e s established the B y z a n t i n e
Choir of Utrecht, Holland.
Dr. A n t o n o w y c z c o n d u c t e d this
unique ensemble for 40 years, during
which time the choir flourished, achiev
ing international acclaim.
Under his leadership, the ensemble
also developed an impressive repertoire
of Ukrainian classical music, folk songs
and ballads. The choir has performed
more than 3,000 concerts in Europe, the
former Eastern Bloc and North America.
Each year the choir receives hundreds of
invitations to sing Eastern Rite liturgies
in churches across Europe.
The choir has recorded 10 albums and
several compact discs, of which more
than 75,000 have been sold.
Highlights include a command perfor
mance for Queen Juliana, Soestdijk Palace
concert tours of the United States and
Canada, a televised Easter liturgy for
Eurovision Broadcasting in Switzerland,
papal liturgies at St. Peter's Cathedral in
the Vatican and a liturgy in Westminster
Abbey in London.
Renowned for its musical excellence,
the choir attracts amateur singers from
across Holland. Candidates undergo rigor
ous vocal training before they are accepted
into the ranks. The training is ongoing and
a vocal coach works with individual mem
bers during weekly rehearsals.
Since members don't speak Ukrainian,
they learn the lyrics phonetically.
"It takes hard work and dedication to
reach the level which the Byzantine
Choir has attained m u s i c a l l y , " Ms.
Kondracki said. "It's hard to believe that
the choir is made up of amateur singers,

because their attitude and sound is truly
professional in calibre."
Many members also study Ukrainian
culture and traditions, and make their
own traditional Ukrainian costumes in
which they perform.
Honors for conductor
Dr. Antonowycz retired as conductor
of the Byzantine Choir in 1991 when he
was honored by the town of Utrecht and
awarded the prestigious Silver Medal.
This fall, the government of Ukraine
will award Dr. Antonowycz the highest
state honors for his leadership as found
ing director of the Byzantine Choir.
In 1992, Grigori S. Sarolea was named
the ensemble's new choirmaster. Like
other m e m b e r s , Ms. Sarolea is also
Dutch. Born in 1967, he was raised in the
Eastern Rite Church. His love of liturgi
cal music was instilled by his Dutch par
ents, who both sang in choirs.
Trained at the Royal Conservatory in
The Hague and the
Rotterdam
Conservatory, Ms. Sarolea worked with a
number of local ensembles. His training and
love of Eastern Rite liturgical music made
him the ideal successor to Dr. Antonowycz.
The Canadian concert tour is generat
ing great interest among music lovers
from all backgrounds and cultures. More
than 5,000 people are expected to attend
the performances.
Concert dates are as follows.
• October 14, 7 p.m. - St. Thomas
Anglican Church, 99 Ontario St., St.
Catharines. Tickets at the door or by call
ing (905) 935-0211.
• October 15, 3:30 p.m. - Metro Toronto
Convention Center, 255 Front St. W.
Tickets (4 і 6) 762-875 і or (416) 366-7061.
• October 16, 7 p.m. - St. George's
Lviv Pavilion, 38 Jackson Ave., Oshawa,
Ontario. Tickets at the door or by calling
(905)725-2617.
• O c t o b e r 17, 7 p . m . - Sudbury
Secondary School, 85 Mackenzie St.,
Sudbury, Ontario. Tickets at the door or
by calling (705) 675-1648.
• October 19, 7:30 p.m. - Ukrainian
Orthodox Cathedral, Assumption of the
Blessed Virgin Mary, 1000 Byron Ave.,
Ottawa. Tickets at the door.
• October 21, 7:30 p.m. - Universite
de Montreal, Salle Claude Champagne,
220.Ave. Vincent-dTndy. For tickets call
(514) 727-9456 or 722-7845.
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Teams from Ukraine compete
in World Sailing Championships
Ukrainian World Congress Sports Commission with other partners. Ms. Paholchyk, who

KINGSTON, Ontario - The 1995
World Sailing Championships in the
Tornado, 470 and Soling classes were
recently held in Canada. Kingston's
Olympic Yachting Center at Portsmouth
Harbor hosted the Tornado championship
on August 8-17 and soling on August 818, while Toronto's Royal Canadian Yacht
Club was the host to the 470 competition
on August 10-20. Most of the competition
was marred by poor sailing weather: hot
and humid days with little wind.
Three sailboats from Ukraine participat
ed in the competition: one Tornado and
two 470s. Serhiy Priymak (Mykolayiv) and
Evhen Cholombytko (Mykolayiv) crewed
the Tornado while the 470s were crewed
by the team of Ruslana Taran (Evpatoria)
and Olena Paholchyk (Kyyiv); and Ihor
Matvienko (Dnipropetrovske) and Evhen
Braslavets (Dnipropetrovske). Viktor
Mayorov and Viktor Kovalenko handled
the coaching duties.
Skipper Ms. Taran and crew member
Ms. Paholchyk won the silver medal in the
women's division of the 470 competition.
After the next-to-last race, the Ukrainian
duo was tied for the lead with 1992
Olympic gold medallist skipper Theresa
Zabell and new teammate Begona Via
Dufresne of Spain. In the last race, the
Spaniards finished ahead of the Ukrainian
boat, which assured them the champi
onship. Race placings of the Ukrainian duo
were 10,2,16,5,1,6,10,6,1,5, and 9.
The results of the Ukrainian team were
commendable, considering that Ms. Taran
and Ms. Paholchyk had teamed up only in
March. Prior to that, they had competed

placed fourth at the 1992 Olympics, made
her comeback in March after taking 19931994 off for maternity leave.
In the men's 470 competition, skipper
Evhen Braslavets and crew member Mr.
Matvienko placed fourth. The competi
tion was won by a Greek team. The
Ukrainian duo had a chance for a medal,
but a last protest and disqualification
kept them off the podium. Race placings
of the Ukrainian team were DSQ, 36, 7,
1,28,29,10,5,24,1,2 and3.
In the Tornado competition Mr. Priymak
and Mr. Cholombytko tied for 24th position
among 78 boats. During one of the races
Cholombytko lost his footing and went
overboard. This forced Mr. Priymak to singlehandedly circle and pick up his mate. In
the event, an Italian duo won the gold
medal. Race placings of the Ukrainian two
some were 16,26,14,35,40,21 and 27.
Mr. Priymak, who won the 1992 CIS tri
als but was not named to the Olympic team,
is hoping to make the 1996 Ukrainian
Olympic team.
The Italian team performed well at these
championships, winning a gold in the
Tornado and a silver in the men's 470.
Interestingly, today the head coach of the
Italian team is Valentyn Mankyn, multiple
Olympic gold medallistfromKyyiv.
The soling competition was won by a
Spanish boat. Leading through the next-tolast race was America's Cup champion
and sailing legend Dennis Connor of the
United States. Poor winds in the last race
resulted in a 29th place finish and a sixth
place over all.
(Continued on page 12)

Ukrainian sailors Evhen Cholombytko (left) and Serhiy Priymak (right) with
Dennis Connor of the U.S.

Ruslana Taran and Olena Paholchyk in the 470 race.

The start of the Tornado class race in which Ukraine's team of Serhiy Priymak
and Evhen Cholombytko competed.
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Planning a trip t o

UKRAINE?

WEST A R K A Chornomorska Sitch conducts
2282 Bloor St. W., Toronto, Ont., Canada M6S 1N9
Gifts
Ukrainian Handicrafts

Personalized
Travel Service at
Reasonable Rates
•VISAS»HOTELS»MEALS»
•TRANSFERS»GUIDES«
•AIR TICKETS»
•CARS WITH DRIVERS*
• INTERPRETERS*

• SIGHTSEEING»

LANDMARK, LTD
toll free (800) 832-1789
DC/MD/VA (703) 941-6180
fax (703) 941-7587

Art, Ceramics, Jewellery

A. CH0RNY

Books, Newspapers
Cassettes, CDs. Videos
Embroidery Supplies
Packages and Services to Ukraine
Tel.: (416) 762-8751

Fax: (416) 767-6839

UKRAINIAN SINGLES
NEWSLETTER
Serving Ukrainian singles of all ages
throughout the United States and Canada.
For information send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
Single Ukrainians
P.O. Box 24733, Phila., Pa. 19111

YEVSHAN
FLOWERS

Distributor of fine Ukrainian products - Cassettes, Compact
discs - Videos - Language tapes & Dictionaries - Computer
fonts for PC & MAC - Imported Icons - Ukrainian Stationery
- Cookbooks - Food parcels to Ukraine

Call for a free catalog

1-800-265-9858
VISA - MASTERCARD - AMEX ACCEPTED
FAX ORDERS ACCEPTED (514) 630-9960
BOX 325, BEAC0NSFIELD, QUEBEC
CANADA-R9W5T8

Delivered in Ukraine
1-800-832-1789
Landmark, Ltd.

$40,000/YR. INCOME potential.
APARTMENTS AND HOUSES

Home Typists/PC users.

FOR SALE IN KYYIV, UKRAINE

Toll Free (1) 800-898-9778

We prepare documents
for temporary stay in Ukraine

Ext. T-6945 for listings.

TEL. 044-243-6104
Ask for John

$35,000/YR. INCOME potential.
Reading books.

GLOBAL TRADING & INVESTMENT ASSTJ

Toll Free (1)800-898-9778
Ext. R-6945 for details.

MONUMENTS
O F DISTINCTION

UKRAINIAN

SERVING NY/NJ/CT REGION CEMETERIES

LANGUAGE

OBLAST MEMORIALS

LESSONS

P.O. BOX 746
CHESTER, N.Y. 10918
914-469-4247

for
ADULTS.

HOME APPOINTMENTS ARRANGED

CALL
1 (201) 763-1165

Українська мова
на комп'ютері:

MultiTYPE/
for Windows 3.1 4 3.11
• Easy to use
• Inexpensive
• Displays layouts
• Lots of fonts
Hundreds of satisfied users
across Canada and the US
^PSvitCOM Snc.
70 Cloverhill Rd., Suite 4
Etobicoke, Ont. M8Y 1T6

P o l l - T e l (416) 252-9828
V/dll»

Fax (416) 259-0669
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KARPATY Export Import^

&
/ ШЬЛ
KARPATY TRAVEL
Rd., Toronto,
I s _. »A_ri^. S,_
l * 120
120 Runnymede
RunnvmedeRd..
Toronto. Out.
Ont.
VcSfclA/
M6S 2Y3 Canada

<CS£^ Tel: 1-800-265-7189
(416)761-9105
• We are sending: parcels with cloths and express food parcels from Catalogue — $ to
the hands of addressee, household articles.
•We sell: tickets for all Airlines, including
AIR UKRAINE, LOT etc.
•We arrange: invitation; medical insurance
VV
for visitors.
/

ДОШШ VIDEO
Largest selection &£
Otralnfafi widms

F e a t u r e films, documentar1es s
children's, m u s k and a r t video.
We offer foreign standards conversion and
video duplication.

Call for free catalog:
1-800-458-0288

26th annual Sports School
by Christine Kozak-Prociuk
GLEN SPEY, N.Y. - Chornomorska
Sitch conducted its 26th Sports School here
at the Ukrainian Fraternal Association's
resort, Verkhovyna. The school traces its
beginnings to 1969, when a soccer camp for
boys was conducted. Due to the large number of participants and the demand for a coed sports camp, Sitch organized its first
Sports School a year later, in 1970.
For 26 years, campers from all across
the U.S. and most recently Ukraine, have
participated in Sitch Sports School to
master sports of their choice, while enjoying the beauty of the Catskill Mountain
region and the company of other campers.
Many Sports School alumni have successfully passed on their knowledge via
coaching and training positions on the
local level.
All in all, 114 campers from various
parts of the U.S. and Ukraine took part
this year. Participants received instruction under the guidance of Technical
Director and Head Soccer Coach Ihor
Chupenko. Mr. Chupenko had the assistance of a hard-working and well-qualified staff consisting of 15 instructors and
counselors. Instructions were given in
soccer, swimming, tennis and volleyball.
Soccer instruction was conducted by
Mr. Chupenko, who was assisted by
Wolodymyr Kovalev, professional coach
from Kyyiv, Roman Balash, professional
coach from the Ivano-Frankivske region
in Ukraine, and Richard Wislocky. The
swimming instructor was Mr. Balash,
while Leonid Slupski, professional coach
previously from Vinnytsia, Ukraine, conducted volleyball lessons.
Tennis was conducted by Albert Kolb,
professional coach from Uzhhorod,
Ukraine; Ihor Lukiw; and Yurij Kolb,
professional coach from Uzhhorod.
The girls' counselor was Lida Bokalo,
the younger boys' counselors were Damian
Kolodiy and Alexander Napora, and the
older boys counselor was Walter Wasylak.
Sports School directors for the first
two and second two weeks' respectively,
were Myron Stebelsky and Omelan
Twardowsky. The camp secretary and
Federal Food Program administrator was
Marika Bokalo, and the medical director
was Christine Prociuk.
When the campers were not participating in sports, there were various daily
activities to occupy them. Activities included evening movies, singing sessions,
campers' dances, barbecues, bonfires,
swimming races, tennis and volleyball
tournaments, soccer juggling and dribbling
contests, and the weekly obstacle course,
"Journey through Ukraine," in which
campers made their way through a course
bearing the names of Ukrainian cities in a

geographical order.
On August 12, the campers participated in the Ukrainian Youth Olympics
sponsored by the U.S.A. and Canada at
the SUM-A resort in Ellenville, N.Y.
Campers were able to use their newly
learned skills and apply them to the various competitions, earning medals, ribbons and team trophies.
The annual Sports School banquet was
held on Saturday, August 19. Mr.
Stebelsky greeted the campers, staff, parents and guests with a speech filled with
fond memories of Sports School years
since 1969. Mr. Twardowsky addressed
the campers and parents, and expressed
hope that campers would continue their
involvement in sports for many years.
The banquet included a campers' program conducted by Mrs. Bokalo. The
campers sang their Sports School camp
songs in Ukrainian and recited Ukrainian
poetry. Campers who performed were:
Andrij Bach, Olena Kolb, Antonia
Korduba, Lida Rudakewycz and Amy
The trophy presentation followed the
program. Award recipients were as follows.
• Soccer: A. Bach, I. Bobak, Y. Bobal, C.
Cambria, J. Cambria, J. Colodne, N .
Dubanowitz, S. Dubanowitz, L. Dyrszka,
M. Dyrszka, A. Ecke, C. Grodzickyj, T.
Harasym, V. Hodge, R. Holowinsky, D.
Humeniuk, S. Kolodiy, A. Korduba, A.
Korduba, E. Kotlarchuk, M. Kuzmowycz,
D. Lewycky, M. Lewycky, M. Makar, T.
Makar, W. Makar, A. Marcinkowski, L.
Mellides, P . Mycio, E . Olesnicky, D .
Olesnycky, A. Panas, O. Palivoda, M.
Popowicz, Y . Saldana, P . Sawras, A .
Shandor, M. Tanchak.
• Swimming: L. Bolton, C. Cambria,
K. Farrell, M. Farrell, A. Korduba, A.
Korduba, M. Makar, T. Makar, W.
Makar, A, Oleinik, V. Pissarenko, N .
Prociuk, M. Tanchak, A. Yanek.
• Tennis: L. Bolton, A. Cherney, N .
Colacci, N. Dubanowitz, R. Erbeck, K.
Farrell, T. Harasym, Y. Hirak, M. Hryno,
M. Ilnyckyj, S. Ilnyckyj, D . Kolb, R.
Lukiw, L. Mellides, A. Oleinik, G. Olesnicky, I. Pawliuk, N. Prociuk, A. Shandor.

• Track: A. Bach, Y. Bobal, L. Bolton,
J. Cambria, M. Dyrszka, M. Farrell, D.
Humeniuk, G. Jasinski, D. Kolb, S.
Kolodiy, A. Korduba, M. Kuzmowycz,
M. Makar, A. Oleinik, C. Palacios, I.
Pawliuk, B. Porytko, N. Prociuk.
• Volleyball: A. Bach, D. Ecke, M.
Farrell, O. Kolb, A. Korduba, R. Lukiw, Z.
Olynyk, V. Pissarenko, V. Rakowsky, L.
Rudakewycz, P. Sawras, A. Spadaccini.
• Best camper: M. Farrell, W. Makar,
L. Mellides, E. Kotlarchuk.
• S p o r t s m a n s h i p : M . Dyrszka, A.
Korduba.

boats and their time for use by the coaches.
A local sailing enthusiast provided technical
assistance.
(Continued from page 11)
The team was feted at receptions and priPrior to their arrival in Canada, the
Ukrainian yachting team had participated vately, by both the Kingston and Toronto
communities.
In Kingston, members of the
in the 1995 Nations Bank International
Regatta at Savannah, Ga., site of the 1996 community came out to the harbor every
Olympic yachting competition. Placing day to cheer the team on and assist them in
any way possible. In Toronto, the team parthere was the team of Taran-Paholchyk.
The stay of the Ukrainian team in ticipated in a reception in their honor where
each
member received a sports jacket and a
Savannah was organized and partially
funded by the Friends of the National sports cap with the logos of the National
Olympic Committee of Ukraine in the Olympic Committee of Ukraine. The team
United States. In addition, two Ukrainian also had an opportunity to visit Niagara
Canadians served as attaches to the team, Falls and the Ukrainian resort areas of
while a local Ukrainian American pro- Veselka and Plastova Sitch.
Those competing in Toronto had a
vided his boat for use by the coaches.
The Friends of the National Olympic chance encounter, chat and photo opporCommittee of Ukraine in Canada coordinat- tunity with Canadian hockey superstar
ed the activities of the team in Canada. Two Wayne Gretzky, while the team in
local boating enthusiasts provided their Kingston met Dennis Connor.

Teams from Ukraine...
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Sports federation sponsors Ukrainian Youth Olympics at SUM-A resort
E L L E N V I L L E , N . Y . - T h e 21st
Ukrainian Youth Olympics sponsored by
the Ukrainian Sports Federation (USF) of
U.S.A. and Canada took place on August
12 here at the SUM-A resort. Over 100
athletes, representing Chornomorska
Sitch and the Ukrainian American Youth
Association SUM-A, completed.
The official opening ceremonies began
with the lighting of the eternal flame fol
lowed by the singing of the Ukrainian
national anthem. The ceremonies were
conducted by I. Isaiv, president of the
U S F - E a s t , and Dr. R. D a s h a w e t z ,
sergeant at arms. The order of events was
read by secretary R. Pyndus. Myron
Stebelsky, president of the USF, greeted
the athletes, administrators, parents and
guests.
Track and field events, as well as tennis,
were conducted immediately following the
opening ceremony; swimming, volleyball
and soccer were conducted in the afternoon.
TRACK AND FIELD
Girls 10 and under, 60 meters
l.N.Wynarczuk, SUM, 9.66
2. L. Bolton, Sitch, 9,88
3. A.Oleinik, Sitch, 10.20
Boys 10 and under, 60 meters
1. M. Makar, Sitch, 9.04
2. R. Kebalo, SUM, 9.09
3. N. Prociuk, Sitch, 9.10
Girls 11-14,60 meters
1. M. Lebedowycz, SUM, 8.88
2. A. Shevchuk, SUM, 9.10
3. O. Jaworsky, SUM, 9.25
Boys 10 and under, 100 meters
l.M. Makar, Sitch, 14.95
2.1. Podak, SUM, 15.33
3. P. Mycio, Sitch, 16.00
Girls 11-14,100 meters
l.M. Lebedowycz 14.15
2. A. Shevchuk 14.92
3. S. Fedorijchuk 15.40
Boys 11-14,100 meters
l.A.Zaluski,SUM, 13.35
2. A. Wynarczuk, SUM, 13.70
3. D. Humeniuk, Sitch, 14.10
Boys 15 and over, 100 meters
l.A.Golonzka,SUM, 12.55
2. O. Key, SUM, 12.60
3. P. Sawras, Sitch, 12.98
Girls 15 and over, 100 meters
l.A.Holowka,SUM
2. O. Chebeniak, SUM
3. Z. Brynzak, Sitch
Boys 11-14,200 meters
l.A. Golonzka, 33.75
2. A. Wynarczuk, 33.99
3. M. Maslowycz, SUM, 34.97
Girls 11-14,200 meters
1. A. Shewczuk, 34.88
2. M. Lebedowycz, 35.14
3. O. Jaworski, SUM, 39.40
Boys 15 and over, 200 meters
l.M. Golonzka, 29.87
2.D. Dliaboha, SUM, 31.27
3. M. Dashawetz, SUM, 33.49
Girls 15 and over, 200 meters
1. A. Holowka, 35.10
2. O. Chebeniak, 36.89
3. O. Dashawetz, SUM, 37.25
Boys 11-14,400 meters
l.A.Zaluski, 1:17.48
2. M. Oksanycz, 1:18.64
3. A. Golonzka, 1:19.13
Girls 11-14,400 meters
l.A. Shewchuk, 1:31.69
2. O. Jaworsky, 1:35.04
3. L. Salemi, SUM, 1:36.76
Boys 15 and over, 800 meters
l.D. Dliaboha, 3:04.43
2. M. Rockwell, SUM, 3:24.62
3. M. Maslowycz, 3:33.09
Girls 15 and over, 800 meters
l.T. Korduba, Sitch, 3:09.39
2. M. Lebedowycz, SUM, 3:09.58

Bobak, Sitch, 1:18.53
2.Y. Bobal, M. Kuzmowycz, P. Mycio,
W. Makar, Sitch, 1:24.08

2. Stephanie Fedorijchuk,SUM, 25.43
3. Talia Bodecky, SUM, 27.90
25-meter butterfly
1. Oksana Jaworsky, SUM, 20.70
2. Stephanie Fedorijchuk, SUM, 22.43

4 x 100-meter relays
Girls 11-14
1. J. Mykoda, N. Woloshyn, T.
Tomaszewsky, N. Iwahiw, SUM, 1:11.44
2. O. Jaworsky, M. Lebedowycz, N.
Kolodiy, S. Fedoriiczuk, SUM, 1:14.2
3. L. Salemi, S. Pazapa, C. Poroda, K.
Puszak,SUM, 1:20.11
Boys 11-14
1. A. Zalucki, M. Oksenycz, A.
Golonzka, A. Wynarczuk, SUM, 1:05.83
2. D. Humeniuk, T. Makar, M. Dyrszka,
L. Dyrszka, Sitch, 1:08.37
3. J. Hryckowian, M. Maslowycz, M.
Gudzy, S. Mudryk, SUM, 1:08.73
Girls 15 and over
1. O. Chebeniak, T. Wynarczuk, A.
Holowka, O. Dashawetz, SUM, 1:08.05
2. L. Rudakewycz, A. Korduba, Z.
Brynzak, A. Spadaccini, Sitch, 1:08.50
Boys 15 and over
1. O. Key, M. Dashawetz, D. Dliaboha,
M. Golonzka, SUM, 59.12
2. R. Holowinsky, M. Lebedowycz, P.
Sawras A. Panas, Sitch, 59.95

Boys 13-14
100-meter individual medley
1. Adrian Korduba, Sitch, 1:21.27
50-meter freestyle
1. Christopher Grodzickyj, Sitch, 53.15
50-meter backstroke
1. Adrian Korduba, Sitch, 38.38
50-meter butterfly
1. Adrian Korduba, Sitch, 38.37
Girls 15-14
50-meter freestyle
1. Mary Kate Farrell, Sitch, 42.15
100-meter freestyle
2. Laura Salemi, SUM, 1:46.93
50-meter backstroke
1. Laura Salemi, SUM, 52.35
2. Mary Kate Farrell, Sitch, 53.33
50-meter breaststroke
1. Laura Salemi, SUM, 58.33
2. Mary Kate Farrell, Sitch, 1:01.71
Boys 15 and over
50-meter freestyle
1. Philip Holowka, SUM, 34.54
2. Vladyslav Pysarenko, Sitch, 41.74
100-meter freestyle
1. Vladyslav Pysarenko, Sitch, 1:44.60
50-meter backstroke
1. Philip Holowka, SUM, 44.04
2. Vladyslav Pysarenko, Sitch
50-meter breaststroke
1. Philip Holowka, SUM, 50.83
50-meter freestyle
1. Antonia Korduba, Sitch, 35.25
2. Oksana Dashawetz, SUM, 41.45
3. Adrianna Holowka, SUM, 45.40
100-meter freestyle
1. Antonia Korduba, SUM, 1:25.06
50—meter breaststroke
1. Antonia Korduba, SUM, 46.20

SWIMMING
Boys 10 and under
25-meter freestyle
1. Alex Brynzak, Sitch, 27.33
2 Nicholas Komanicky, SUM, 29.23
3. Nicholas Prociuk, Sitch, 36.50
50-meter freestyle
1. Mark Makar, Sitch, 34.80
2. William Makar, Sitch, 1:06.53
3. Nicholas Prociuk, Sitch, 1:24.76
25-meter backstroke
1. William Makar, Sitch, 27.31
2. Alex Brynzak, Sitch, 36.79
3. Nicholas Prociuk, Sitch, 40.95
25-meter breaststroke
1. Mark Makar, Sitch, 22.40
2. Alex Brynzak, Sitch, 34.70
3. Nicholas Komanicky, Sitch, 36.61
25-meter butterfly
1. Mark Makar, Sitch, 18.43
2. William Makar, Sitch, 22.09
3. Nicholas Komanicky, Sitch, 36.94

TENNIS
Girls 15 and over
l.Z. Brynzak, Sitch

2. L. Machula, SUM
Girls 14 and under
l.O. Kolb, Sitch
2. F. Holowka, SUM
Boys 14 and under
l . D . Kolb, Sitch
2. A. Shandor, Sitch

VOLLEYBALL
Eight teams participated in the volleyball
tournament five boys' teams and three girls'
teams with 46 athletes playing. The tourna
ment was a two-game round-robin competi
tion. The following tables show the standings
and match results:
Girls
1. Chornomorska Sitch, 4-0 games
2. SUM "A," 2-2
3. SUM "B," 0-4
Boys
1. SUM "A," 6-0 games
2. Chornomorska Sitch, 3-3
3. SUM "B," 2-4
4. SUM"C," 1-5
SOCCER
Boys-Girls 12 and under
Chornomorska Sitch vs. SUM, 2:1
Boys-Girls 15 and over
Chornomorska Sitch vs. SUM, 4:0
Following the soccer tournament,
medal and trophy presentations were con
ducted by: I. Isaiv, president, USF of
U.S.A. and Canada-East, P. Matla, and A.
Napora, treasurer, USF of U.S.A. and
Canada-East.
Chairpersons for the sports sections of
the USF of U.S.A. and USF-East con
ducted the various sports competitions as
f o l l o w s : I. Isaiv with a s s i s t a n c e of
coaches from Chornomorska Sitch and
SUM c o n d u c t e d track and field on
behalf of chairperson Oleh Kolodiy, who
was absent; M. Bokalo and L. Bokalo,
swimming; Y. Kolb conducted tennis on
behalf of George Sawchak; C. Prociuk,
volleyball; and M. Palywoda, soccer.
The organizer of the Youth Olympics
was Y. Petryk.

North America's Weekly Ukrainian Television

Girls 10 and under
25-meter freestyle
1. Mary Tanchak, Sitch, 28.27
2. Kathleen Farrell, Sitch, 30.52
3. Alexandra Oleinik, Sitch, 31.69
25-meter backstroke
1. Kathleen Farrell, Sitch, 35.94
2. Alexandra Oleinik, Sitch, 49.08
25-meter breaststroke
1. Kathleen Farrell, Sitch, 34.41
2. Alexandra Oleinik, Sitch, 34.63
3. Mary Tanchak, Sitch, 36.70

JO

Boys 11-12
25-meter freestyle
1. Daniel Lewycky, Sitch, 20.93
2. Stephan Sikorsky, Sitch, 23.79
50-meter freestyle
1. Thomas Makar, Sitch, 35.75 ^
2. Daniel Lewycky, Sitch, 49.50
3. Lars Dyrszka, Sitch, 58.54
25-meter backstroke
1. Lars Dyrszka, Sitch, 31.01
25-meter breaststroke
1. Thomas Makar, Sitch, 20.44
2. Daniel Lewyck, Sitch, 27.60
25-meter butterfly
1. Thomas Makar, Sitch, 17.73
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Girls 11-12

25-meter freestyle
1. Oksana Jaworsky, SUM, 17.58
2. Stephanie Fedorijchuk, SUM, 18.09
3. Talia Bodecky, SUM, 18.59
50-meter freestyle
1. Catie Cambria, Sitch, 1:11.39
4 x 60-meter relays
25-meter backstroke
1. Talia Bodecky, SUM, 26.64
Girls 10 and under
2. Katia Doliak, SUM, 27.38
l.A. Oleinik, M. Tanchak, L. Bolton, K.
3. Natalka Melnyczuk, SUM, 28.04
Farrell, Sitch, 1:23.43
,, 25-m^jter breaststroke ..-...,
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Sheptytsky Institute nears decade
of teaching Eastern Christian studies
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ENCYCLOPEDIA

Volume I and ft
You can obtain both volumes for only $130.00
Including Postage

O T T A W A - As the M e t r o p o l i t a n
Andrey Sheptytsky Institute of Eastern
Christian Studies approaches a decade of
service via its immersion program in
Eastern Christian theology and spirituali
ty at Holy Transfiguration Monastery, a
wholly new dimension has arisen: seven
of the 15 students registered for universi
ty credit in this summer's program were
from Ukraine.
Of these, five were professors of the
newly revived Lviv T h e o l o g i c a l
Academy (LTA). Ulana Holovach and
Taras Luchuk teach Greek at the LTA.
Svitlana
Zdenianchyn,
Iryna
H a v r y l y s h y n and Maria Yatsiv are
English language instructors. The five
were sent to the Sheptytsky Institute's
intensive summer program in order to
immerse themselves in the theological
and spiritual tradition to which they had
precious little exposure during the Soviet
occupation of Ukraine.
"We want our language professors to
be able to share in the vision of Church
renewal based on a return to the sources,
which is the basic thrust of the Lviv
Theological Academy," explained Dr.
Borys Gudziak, the man in charge of
bringing the LTA back to life after a
half-century of enforced silence.
"This knowledge of the tradition needs
to come through not only in the strictly
theological courses, but in every aspect
of the Theological Academy's work," he
added.
And the summer intensive program at
Holy Transfiguration (Mount Tabor)
Monastery is one of the best ways to
introduce people to the depth of Eastern
Christian tradition in a relatively brief
time period. The Rev. Andriy Chirovsky,
the institute's founder and current direc
tor, calls it "sort of a spiritual boot
camp."
Bursaries from the Roman and Nadia
Drohobycky Scholarship Fund, the Dr.
A l e x a n d e r Kunyk S c h o l a r s h i p Fund
(within the S h e p t y t s k y Institute
Foundation) and a donation from Holy
Protection (Pokrova) Ukrainian Catholic
Church in Parma, Ohio, made all of this
possible for the five professors from the
LTA.
Similarly assisted were two theology
students from Ukraine who are studying
at the Sheptytsky Institute's main cam
pus at St. Paul University in Ottawa.
Mykhailo
O z i m k o and
Bohdan
Myronovych both said they found their
month at the monastery "exhausting, but
very fulfilling."
The Sheptytsky Institute in Ottawa has
a special relationship with the Lviv

Theological Academy. In 1994, the acad
emy's Institute of Church History sent
three administrators to the Sheptytsky
Institute's Summer Intensive Program.
The three workers were so enthused
about the program at Mount Tabor that
they immediately set about planning a
similar e x p e r i e n c e at the Studite
Monastery in Univ, near Lviv.
The new program will be sponsored
jointly by the Sheptytsky Institute of St.
Paul University and the Theological
Academy of Lviv starting in 1996 under
the direction of the Rev. Peter Galadza of
the Sheptytsky Institute.
The 1995 summer intensive attracted
students from North America as well,
from Ontario to British Columbia, from
Pennsylvania to Hawaii. Clergy, reli
gious and laypeople came, as every year,
to soak up the riches of life in the
monastery and to glean a deeper knowl
edge of Eastern Christianity.
Some students come several years in a
row, in order to earn St. Paul
U n i v e r s i t y ' s Certificate in Eastern
Christian Studies or to work towards a
B a c h e l o r of T h e o l o g y in Eastern
Christian Studies. Others transfer their
academic credits to another institution.
Some come just for their own personal
interest.
The courses offered this year included
"The Theology and Practice of Prayer in
the Eastern Churches," taught by the dis
t i n g u i s h e d scholar A r c h i m a n d r i t e
Boniface, the founder of the monastery,
and "Theology and Spirituality of Icons,"
offered by the Rev. Chirovsky, with
guest lectures by iconographer-monk the
Rev. Damian of Mount Tabor.
A non-credit course presented a gener
al introduction to the Eastern Churches.
This culminated in the traditional field
trip to the San Francisco Bay area where
participants had an opportunity to gain
first-hand knowledge of the Coptic,
Armenian, Greek, Russian, Ethiopian,
Antiochian and Assyrian traditions.
These various Eastern Churches exhibit
a wide diversity and yet a commonality
of world view.
The 1995 program at Mount Tabor
ran, as usual, from mid-June to mid-July.
Next summer's 10th annual program is
similarly scheduled.
Persons wishing to inquire about pro
grams or to donate toward scholarship
funds may contact the institute at the fol
lowing a d d r e s s : The Rev. Andriy
Chirovsky, Director,
Sheptytsky
Institute, St. Paul University, 223 Main
St., Ottawa, Ontario, K1S 1C4; telephone
(613) 236-1393, ext. 2332.

ORDER NOW
Fill out the order blank below and mail it with your check or money order
USE THIS COUPON!
To: UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, Inc.
30 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N.J. 07302
I hereby order Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia
Q Volume I — $75.00 (was $95)
• Volume II — $75.00 (was $95)
Q Volume і & II — $130.00 (was $170)
Enclosed is (a check, M.O.) for the amount $
Please send the book (s) to the following address:
Name
No.
City

Street
State

Zip Code

U k r a i n i a n C a t h o l i c s m e e t w i t h A m e r i c a n O r t h o d o x faithful d u r i n g t h e .
Sheptytsky Institute's visit to the Antiochan Evangelical Orthodox Mission in Ben
Lomond, Calif.
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Orthodox League
holds convention
INDEPENDENCE, Ohio - The 48th
Convention of the Ukrainian Orthodox
League of the U.S.A. was held here at
the Holiday Inn July 26-30, and was
hosted by St. Vladimir senior and junior
chapters of Parma.
The convention began on Thursday
morning with a moleben held at the hotel
chapel. Sessions opened with President
Harry Oryhon presiding. The national
executive board was introduced by Dr.
Oryhon, with Jeremy Oryhon, Junior
UOL president, introducing the members
of the junior board.
Greetings were extended by Doreen
Jogan, convention chair; the Rev. John
Nakonachny, spiritual advisor to the host
chapter; and the Rev. William Diakiw,
president of the Consistory of the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the U.S.A.
In his opening address, Metropolitan
Constantine spoke on the theme of the
convention "Make a joyful noise unto
the Lord" (Psalm 100). He stressed that
Christian joy is the joy of being united
with one another in the living Christ and
challenged the delegates "to take the joy
that proceeds from the Holy Spirit and
the depths of your heart and spread it to
each and everyone, for the world is filled
with confusion."
In his greetings to the convention,
Archbishop Antony called upon the dele
gates to make a difference in the lives of
others by pulling out from one another that
which is positive, that which is good and
that which makes a difference in the world.
Bishop Paisiy spoke about the funeral of
Patriarch Volodymyr of the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church - Kyyiv Patriarchate

Participants of the 1995 convention of the Ukrainian Orthodox League.
which was interrupted by brutal police and
political forces. He stressed the need to
improve thinking and logic in the world.
Dr. Efphaliam Makris Walsh headed the
Thursday noon workshop on the topic
"Gender in the Early Church and Today."
Dr. Walsh received her Ph.D. at the
Catholic University of America in the field
of historical theology and for many years
has been lecturing and writing on the role
of women in the Orthodox Church.
During Friday's sessions, the Rev.
Deacon Paul Jagnicz spoke on the
"Priesthood as a Vocation," stressing the
need for priests in today's misguided soci
ety.
The Rev. Deacon Sviatoslav Nowytski
chaired the Saturday workshop and spoke
on "Why We Do The Things We Do:

Symbolism in Orthodoxy." The Rev.
Nowytski is by profession a film director.
He produced the internationally acclaimed
documentary "Harvest of Despair," as well
as the film "Pysanka: The Ukrainian Easter
Egg."
Religious services included a divine
liturgy on Friday at St. V l a d i m i r
Cathedral with Metropolitan Constantine
as celebrant, together with 13 members
of the clergy from the convention and
neighboring parishes.
Following liturgy, a special service led
by Metropolitan Constantine, Archbishop
Antony and Bishop Paisiy was held at the
famine memorial on the Church grounds.
The presidents of the junior and senior
UOL placed a wreath of flowers at the
base of the monument.

The hierarchical divine liturgy was cele
brated on Sunday at St. Vladimir Cathedral
by Metropolitan Constantine, Archbishop
Antony, Bishop Paisiy, together with five
members of the clergy and 16 altar boys
and servers. Markian Komichak directed
the church choir during all services cele
brated at the cathedral.
Social activities included a cruise
theme dinner/dance at St. Vladimir com
munity center; a concert on Friday featur
ing the Kashtan Dance Ensemble of
Parma and the Kobzari Ensemble of the
Ukrainian Bandurist Chorus, directed by
Dr. Ihor Mahlay.
John Demjanjuk was a special guest at
the banquet on Saturday evening and
received a rousing standing ovation.
(Continued on page 19)
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Jaroslav Kinach...

CONSULTANT

(Continued from page 4)

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
UKRAINE
You will advise the Corporate Strategic Planning and Development Departments of a fortune 500 company. We will
draw upon your extensive consulting experience to advise senior and divisional management on the effects of mar
ket, competitive, technological, tax and regulatory changes in Ukraine. Your background will also be utilized to
develop solid plans for new and existing business strategies which generate the maximum possible margins.
To qualify, you must have at least 5 years of recent work experience in Ukraine in the government, regulatory,
financial or banking fields, or in selected industries such as energy. A working knowledge of English would be
helpful, but is not required.
We offer full and part-time opportunities with commensurate benefits. For immediate consideration, please
forward a resume to:
Price & Goodman Foreign Marketing
195 East Main Street, Suite 256
Milford, MA 01757
No phone calls please.

FOR FAMILY A N D FRIENDS IN UKRAINE
AVAILABLE THROUGH:

HERITAGE VILLAGE PHARMACY
Bazaar
Southbury,

Building
Ct. 06488

• GUARANTEED DELIVERY TO THEIR DOORSTEP
• FAST AND EFFICIENT SERVICE AND AVAILABILITY
• UKRAINIAN-SPEAKING PHARMACIST-CONSULTANT
Place your free telephone

call to:

1-800-RX- UKRAINA (1-800- 798-5724)
FAX 203-264-6150
JAROSLAW A N D LESIA PALYLYK, PROP.

ATTENTION

Of course. I'm involved with the
diplomatic community in Kyyiv because
most of the ambassadors in Kyyiv repre
sent our bank's shareholders. And, these
d i p l o m a t i c missions are a potential
source of business for us, since they
often advise what c o m p a n i e s and
investors from their own countries are
doing or planning to do in Ukraine.
Г т also involved in lobbying the
Ukrainian government, in a diplomatic
way, for changes to inhibiting business
legislation, as well as in encouraging the
various ministers, many of whom I know
personally, to maintain their commitment
to President [Leonid] Kuchma's reform
program.
How has the E B R D ' s a p p r o a c h
changed since you took over?

DRUGS & MEDICAL SUPPLIES

ATTENTION
AN OPPORTUNITY TO EARN EXTRA INCOME

We are looking to expand our advertising clientele for our publications,
the Ukrainian-language daily Svoboda and English-language The Ukrainian Weekly.
If you are a self-motivated, hard-working and bright individual, you can supplement your income by
referring customers to our advertising department. Your earnings will be based on the amount of
advertising you attract to our pages.
For details please write or call: Svoboda Administration
Advertising Department: Maria Szeparowycz
30 Montgomery Street
Jersey City, NJ 07302
(201)434-0237

First and foremost, I wanted to change
the attitude of my Ukrainian staff, to be
pro-active, to hustle, search and find
good credit worthy business throughout
Ukraine, whether exclusively indigenous
or joint ventures.
Prior to my appointment, the EBRD's
thinking was that it would be easier and
less risky to finance joint ventures with
Western partners. My feeling is that we
need to identify good i n d i g e n o u s
Ukrainian companies that can stand on
their own.
I've emphasized that we need to find
and finance credit worthy projects in all
parts of Ukraine, not just in Kyyiv, and
that we should look for these jewels in all
sectors of the economy.
I also want the bank to be involved in
all sectors of U k r a i n e ' s e c o n o m y . I
already mentioned that we are helping the
indigenous banking industry by our SME
line of credit. We are also a founding
shareholder in a soon-to-be-established
Kyyiv International Bank. In addition, we
have projects under way in the power, oil
and gas, agriculture, transportation and
manufacturing sectors. We have also
financed public sector projects, such as
the renovation and modernization of
Kyyiv's Boryspil International Airport.
Altogether, I want the EBRD to be the
most important i n v e s t m e n t bank in
Ukraine and to be involved substantially
in all sectors of Ukraine's economy. It's
in our mutual interest.
What kind of " j e w e l s " h a v e you
found?

TO ALL UNA MEMBERS:
Kindly be reminded that your dues (premiums) for insurance coverage are
payable on the first day of the month, and not at the end, as some assume.
By paying promptly to your Branch Secretary, you will help him/her remit the
monthly collection to the Home Office in a timely fashion.
HOME OFFICE OF UNA.

Electric Utility Executive. Challenging Overseas Assignment.
Must have formal experience in training and management of
training programs, minimum Master's degree. Must be fluent in
Russian and/or Ukrainian. Job involves identifying training
needs, and designing, developing and implementing training
programs. Diplomatic skills are essential, as is force of person
ality for a challenging, dynamic opportunity. Willing to live
abroad. Competitive compensation package (minimum two
year contract). Not-for-profit organization. Equal Opportunity
Employer/M/F. Fax resume to 202-326-7694. No telephone
calls, please.
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We found a successful textile manu
facturing plant in Odessa, wholly owned
by its Ukrainian employees, which pro
duces tableclothes, drapes and other sim
ilar products for the Ukrainian market as
well as for export to the neighboring
countries and Western Europe.
We found a manufacturing plant in
Dnipropetrovske that specializes in pro
ducing small-scale hydraulic presses for
the markets of the former Soviet Union,
and now increasingly for markets in
Europe and the Middle East.
It's owned by the workers. Management
has a significant shareholding, but not con
trolling. You can sense that these people
have a sense of purpose and direction.
What's attractive about them is that
they took advantage of the privatization
laws, they gave everyone a stake in the
collective enterprise, and they have a lot
of respect for their management.
About a year ago, the EBRD might not
have looked at something like this, but
this is very promising. We're hoping to
be a partner with a Western investor and
a Ukrainian manufacturer of domestic
appliances.
There are many other similar exam
ples of what we have financed, and what
we are working on. For instance, given
Ukraine's chronic energy problem, we

are devising a program for energy con
servation for Ukraine's state-owned and
private businesses. We expect to finance
equipment and systems that will save
energy, and these energy savings will
repay our loans and investments, while at
the same time, make these companies'
products more cost competitive.
Another interesting and unique exam
ple of our work is the bank's role in the
privatization of Ukrrichflot, Ukraine's
principal river passenger and freight car
rier. We assisted the company in its pri
vatization, and they are now one of our
key customers. We recently agreed to
lend them about $18 million (U.S.) to
acquire new ships so that they can mod
ernize their fleet, become more competi
tive and expand their area of operations
t h r o u g h o u t the Black Sea and the
Mediterranean.
What are the principal issues the
financial w o r l d in U k r a i n e m u s t
address in the short and long term?
There are about 207 banks in Ukraine,
but, regrettably, most of them don't func
tion as real banks. Worse still, most of
these banks don't enjoy the confidence of
the general population.
In the West, most people trust banks
because they're strictly regulated. In
addition, governments provide some
depositor insurance. These deposits and
savings placed with banks are then chan
neled mostly into the private sector via
loans and investments. Banks and other
financial institutions are the backbone of
our economic system.
In Ukraine, on the other hand, people
mistrust their government as well as their
banks. Among the banks that exist, there
are very many that are banks in name
only. Their ownership and management
is suspect, their capital and liquidity frag
ile and inadequate, their lending policies
inappropriate and control systems inef
fective. Under the circumstances, it's no
wonder that most people don't entrust
their savings to these banks.
To compound the problem, there is no
incentive to save, especially during high
ly inflationary conditions when house
holds and businesses will try to spend
their meager disposable incomes faster
than they can earn it simply to protect
their eroding purchasing power.
As you can see, this is a vicious circle
and the government must break the spiral
of high inflation through better monetary
policy. At the same time, the government
should help build confidence in the bank
ing system by better and more stringent
controls of banks and their operations,
and perhaps establish a deposit insurance
system.
Is this primarily an area of concern
for the International Monetary Fund,
or would the EBRD also work on it?
E v e r y b o d y involved in helping
Ukraine, the IMF, the World Bank and
the E B R D , is w o r k i n g in this area.
Ukraine needs stricter banking laws and
standards, better controls and supervision
of banks, as well as an independent cen
tral bank that can devise and implement a
monetary policy without the influence of
Parliament.
All of this will take some time, since
it's difficult to implement stricter stan
dards when they started with lax and
unclear rules. They really don't need 207
banks; a couple of dozen very good
banks would be sufficient.
Even though the country's economy
is highly regionalized?
Sure. The large, former state banks all
have branches throughout the country.
Once confidence in these and other region
al and national banks is established, this
problem will virtually solve itself.
(Continued on page 17)
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Jaroslav Kinach...

and power plant in Kyyiv, which will
generate about 50 percent more electrici
ty, with about only 3 percent more fuel
(Continued from page 16)
Is that lack of confidence part of the consumption. We are also keen to
finance
energy conservation projects as I
legacy of the former regime - a suspi
indicated earlier.
cion of capitalist institutions?
Another very important and particular
Absolutely. But it's not only suspicion area of interest for us is the agricultural
of a quintessential capitalist institution, sector. As the former breadbasket of
the bank. It's also fear that one's savings Europe, Ukraine has the potential to
and purchasing power will be wiped out regain that status. It can become the low
by inflation.
est cost producer of agricultural products,
How would you compare the finan foodstuffs and commodities, but it needs
to be more efficient.
cial systems of Ukraine and Russia?
However, to be more efficient, Ukraine
Ukraine's financial services sector is needs modern equipment, better fertiliz
less developed than Russia's simply ers, seeds and planting techniques, ware
because in the days of the former Soviet housing and distribution systems, as well
Union, Moscow was the center of the as processing and packaging equipment
empire and it attracted foreign bankers, and technologies. We have already
investors, financial institutions and the like. financed several projects in this vital sec
Kyyiv was not the center of that empire.
tor and are planning to do many more.
And, finally, we will provide selective
Accordingly, the Russians had a head
start because their know-how was more financing for public sector infrastructure
advanced and they already had well- projects, as we did for the renovation of
established contacts with Western Boryspil International Airport. However,
these projects will have to have a high
financiers and institutions.
Secondly, Russia's financial services profile, be commercially viable, and have
a
large multiplier effect on the local
sector developed more quickly because
they privatized their economy much more economy.
aggressively than Ukraine, and they opened
Will the EBRD be involved in
their natural resources, such as the Siberian financing the closure of the nuclear
oil and gas fields, to foreign investors for power stations at Chornobyl?
development. These and many other fac
Unlikely. This is not a commercially
tors contributed to a more advanced state of
viable operation. However, there is a
their financial services industry.
Ukraine has the potential to do the social and safety value, but this doesn't
same thing. In fact, Ukraine can even fall within the bank's mandate.
Nevertheless, since the EBRD, like
entice some foreign investors to consider
Ukraine instead of Russia, given Russia's most Western nations, is interested in
closing Chornobyl, the bank has under
political and social problems.
taken the financing of engineering stud
Is the EBRD focusing on any area in ies to identify the most economically
particular?
efficient and socially acceptable and safe
We have identified six keys areas: way of closing the damaged reactors.
banking and finance; oil and gas; energy; Through the Nuclear Safety Account that
private enterprise; agriculture; and selec we manage on behalf of the G-7 coun
tries, we will support the G-7 decision to
tive infrastructure projects.
I already mentioned our involvement finance the closure of Chornobyl, but it is
in ihe banking industry, through the unlikely that we will provide any direct
small/medium enterprise line of credit. I financing.
Our bank's contribution to this discus
should also add that we have invested in
a venture capital fund in Ukraine and will sion was the financing of a study of
likely support other investment funds ori Ukraine's power industry, to identify the
cheapest alternatives to replace the lost elec
ented towards Ukraine.
tric power arising from closing Chornobyl.
We also need to focus on the oil and
What attracted you to this position?
natural gas sector. Given the huge import
bill for oil and natural gas, Ukraine needs
This was a professional challenge
to develop its own oil and natural gas where I would apply my banking and
reserves. It also needs to reorganize its financing skills, use my personal and
natural gas transportation and distribu professional contacts in the international
tion systems to make them more efficient financial community, and apply all my
and self-financing. We are already professional expertise and knowledge in
financing oil and gas exploration in a constructive way to help Ukraine
Ukraine, and we will be involved in achieve its economic potential.
restructuring the natural gas sector.
The fact that this position is in Ukraine,
We are also focused on the energy the country of my parents' origin, was also
sector. In view of Ukraine's chronic an intriguing benefit, especially since my
energy shortage problems, they need to parents always believed in an independent
modernize and rehabilitate existing and economically strong Ukraine.
power plants, and introduce modern tech
I love my job, and I don't think that I
nology to make these plants more effi could have written a better job descrip
cient and productive.
tion for myself. I just hope that we can
In fact, we are working with a private succeed as quickly as possible, to prove
Canadian company, Northland Power, to to the citizens of Ukraine that this is the
rehabilitate and introduce proven co-gen right and best alternative for them. They
eration technology to a district heating deserve it.

HOLY SPIRIT
UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC CEMETERY
Sarah Wells Trail
Hamptonburgh, NY
NEW SECTIONS 3 AND 8 ARE NOW OPEN
RESERVE YOUR GRAVES WHILE STILL AVAILABLE
Please call for information about
interest free payment plans.
COMPLIMENTARY 25TH ANNIVERSARY JOURNALS
AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
FLOWERS, FLAGS, CANDLES, CANDLEHOLDERS
CAN BE ORDERED BY TELEPHONE OR PURCHASED AT THE
CEMETERY OFFICE AT 914-496-5506

TO ALL SECRETARIES AND NEW MEMBERS OF U.N.A.
All English-speaking new members who purchased UNA insurance in the
Adult Department as of September 1, 1995 will receive four complimen
tary copies of "The Ukrainian Weekly". All Ukrainian-speaking members
will receive "Svoboda". By introducing our new members to these publi
cations, we hope they will become subscribers.
U.N.A. Home Office

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR A PART-TIME BOOKKEEPER
The Ukrainian National Women's League of America, Inc., (a non-profit
organization) in New York City is seeking a part-time bookkeeper. Hours
flexible.
The candidate should be bilingual English-Ukrainian with general book
keeping background. Duties will include C/R and C/D up to General
Ledger. Computer knowledge a plus, but will train. Salary commensu
rate with experience.
Please send your resume to:

UNWLAInc, P.O. Box 172
Holmdel, New Jersey 07733
Attn: Bookkeeper

TH ^ %
Annual

Ukrainian
Festival
Manor J u n i o r C o l l e g e
700 Fox C h a s e Road • J e n k i n t o w n

Sunday, OctoijeM, 1995

Re: Mail delivery of The Weekly
It has come to our attention that The Ukrainian Weekly is often deliv
ered late, or irregularly, or that our subscribers sometimes receive sever
al issues at once.
We feel it is necessary to notify our subscribers that The Weekly is
mailed out Friday mornings (before the Sunday date of issue) via secondclass mail.
If you are not receiving regular delivery of The Weekly, we urge you to
file a complaint at your local post office. This may be done by obtaining
the U.S. Postal Service Consumer Card and filling out the appropriate
sections.
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Well-established dental office seeking partner
Office: (201) 762-3100;

Home: (201) 731-1050

Notice to publishers and authors
It is The Ukrainian Weekly's policy to run news items and/or reviews of newly
published books, booklets and reprints, as well as records and premiere issues of
periodicals, only after receipt by the editorial offices of a copy of the material in
question.
News items sent without a copy of the new release will not be published.
Send new releases and information (where publication may be purchased,
cost, etc.) to: The Editor, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey
City, NJ 07302.

Attention all members of Branch 145
Please be advised that Branch 145 will merge with Branch 161 as of October 1,1995.
All inquiries, monthly payments and requests for changes should be sent to Mr.
Nicholas Diakiwsky, Branch Secretary:
Mr. Nicholas Diakiwsky
2065 Ridge Road Ext.
Ambridge, PA 15003
(412)251-9266

Field & Olesnycky
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Ukrainian Museum offers courses
in embroidery and bead-stringing
NEW YORK— The Ukrainian
Museum is offering courses in traditional
Ukrainian crafts of embroidery and bead
stringing (gerdany).
The embroidery course, comprising
eight sessions, will teach beginners the
r u d i m e n t s of e m b r o i d e r y as well as
expand the skills of those proficient in
the craft. Students will start from the
basic stitch and advance to little-known
stitches and intricate cut-work tech
niques. Students will explore the history
and evolution of styles, techniques, col
ors, threads and fabrics used traditionally
in various regions of Ukraine. The course
is open to adults and children over 10.
Fee: $60, adults; $50, seniors and stu
dents over 16; $30, children age 10-16.
The course is being held Saturdays, 1-

3:30 p.m., September 30-Novernber 18.
The bead-stringing course is a threesession course in the art of making ger
dany (bead-strung necklaces), which
were traditionally worn with folk cos
tumes in various regions of Ukraine. The
course is open to adults and children over
age 12. Fee: $30, adults; $25, seniors and
students over 16; $10, children age 1216. The course is being held Saturdays,
1-3:30 p.m., October 7, 14, and 29.
All materials are covered in the regis
tration fee. Finished objects may be
taken home.
For registration and information call
(212)228-0110.
The programs are funded, in part, by
the New York State Council on the Arts.

Catholic Charities promotes naturalization
N E W Y O R K — T h e Office for
I m m i g r a n t Services at
Catholic
Charities, Archdiocese of New York,
concerned that Congress soon may pass
laws that completely cut off legal immi
grants' access to most public benefits
including non-emergency Medicaid,
Supplemental Security Income, Food
Stamps, Title XX Social Services block
grants and AFDC, has begun an effort to
help naturalize eligible, lawful permanent
residents.
Catholic Charities is conducting walkin group citizenship processing days

once a month at its midtown offices,
1011 First A v e . at 56th Street in
M a n h a t t a n , 12th floor. Dates are
October 19, November 16 and December
14, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Those eligible for
U.S. naturalization include those who
have had green cards for at least five
years or U.S. citizens' spouses who have
had green cards for three years.
In the coming months, group natural
ization days also will be held at selected
New York parishes. For information on
fees and required documents call (212)
371-1000, ext. 2260.

Attorneys at Law
11 Eagle Rock A v e , S u i t e 100
E a s t Hanover, N.J. 07936
(201) 3 8 6 4 1 1 5
Fax (201) 884-1188
(Three Miles N o r t h of R a m a d a Hotel, a t Ridgedale Ave.)
R e p r e s e n t a t i o n of Small B u s i n e s s e s ,
Wills, E s t a t e s a n d Asset Protection, Commercial a n d C o r p o r a t e Law,
Real E s t a t e a n d Family Law.
For t h e convenience of clients u n a b l e t o t r a v e l to Morris County,
will schedule conferences i n Essex, U n i o n a n d H u d s o n Counties.
N e s t o r L. Olesnycky

Robert S. Field

Something to crow about!

Everyday Ukrainian

PREVIEW OF EVENTS
(Continued from page 20)
moderator. A scholarly session will feature ONGOING
George Y. Shevelov, honorary president,
JERSEY CITY, N.J.: Hudson County
UVAN, who will speak on the topic "The Community College, Department of
People of the Academy. The Walls of the Continuing Education, is holding registra
Academy. The Books of the Academy"; tion for three courses in English language
Yaroslav Dashkevych, University of Lviv — skills: Intensive ESL Life Skills, a 15"Status and Perspectives of Historical week, 30-hour course, directed toward
Studies in Ukraine"; and Ivan Dzyuba, co- beginning ESL speakers, to be held
editor, Suchasnist, Kyyiv — "Shevchenko Saturdays 10 a.m. beginning September
and Schiller"; with Anna Procyk, serving as 30; cost: $122.50, includes materials.
moderator. The concert program will feature Testing for TOEFL, a 36-hour course
the premiere of Ukrainian composer Lesia offered to advanced ESL speakers to be
Dychko's "Celebratory Ode" dedicated to held Wednesday evenings starting October
the academy's jubilee. Taking part in the 4; cost: $144. "Speak American!", a 12week course emphasizing American
program are Olena Heimur, soprano, Oleh
vocabulary, accent reduction, understand
Chmyr, baritone, Yaropolk Lasovsky, violin, ing American culture, and listening to
Darka Nebesh, flute, and Taras Filenko, radio and television, to be held Saturdays,
piano. As part of the program there will be beginning September 30; cost: $144. The
an exhibition of the academy's publications. courses are being offered at both the
The event will be held at the Ukrainian Journal Square and North Hudson sites.
Institute of America, 2 E. 79th St., starting at For more information or to register, con
1 p.m. Registration fee: $30, includes buffet tact HCCC's Department of Continuing
and concert. For reservations call the acade Education, 26 Journal Square, fifth floor,
or call (201) 714-2107.
my, (212) 222-1866, by October I.

A new self-study course
For the beginner — and those who want to brush up — this
comprehensive audio-cassette/book course features practical
Ukrainian useful for the business person or traveler.
Developed by Dr. Zirka Derlycia, a teacher of Ukrainian for
eighteen years, most recently at Hunter College, New York, t h e course
emphasizes the spoken language and is the equivalent of two semesters of a
college course. All recordings are by native speakers.
•

Everyday Ukrainian: 10 cassettes (10 hr.) and 342-page text, $195.
Also
available:
• Ukraine—a travel guide: 1 V H S video cassette, $ 2 9 . 9 5 .
• Bandura—Ukrainian Instrumental Music: 1 audio cassette, $10.95.
Y O U M A Y O R D E R B Y P H O N E , F A X O R M A I L . Major credit cards accepted.
Full three-week money-back guarantee.
Our 60-page Whole World Language Catalog offers courses in 91 languages.
Call, fax, or write for your free copy. Our 23rd year.
"&>• w%i де 4"4ЧРЬЯ~ЇЇЇІП£
а и Р І Ц и Р Ц И Ш П

A u d i o - F o r u m , R o o m E 9 3 6 , 9 6 B r o a d St.,
Guilford, C T 0 6 4 3 7 ( 2 0 3 ) 4 5 3 - 9 7 9 4

THE LANGUAGE S O U R C E

1-800-243-1234

•

F a x (203) 453-9774

UKRAINE VIDEOS
Educational - Travelogues
* SPECTACULAR * BREATHTAKING *
Over 55 minutes each.

$27.95 each
plus $3 shipping and handling
for each video ordered.
To order please send check or
money order to:
Gyratron Dev. Ltd.
1 5 1 Bayview Drive
Point Roberts
Washington 9 8 2 8 1
Tel: ( 6 0 4 ) 3 3 b 2 5 0 5
UKRAINIAN JOURNEY
Allow 2 - 3 weeks for delivery on all orders.
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Orthodox League...
(Continued from page 15)
Also at the banquet, Wasyl Pysh from
Erie, Pa., p r e s e n t e d a check in the
a m o u n t o f $ 1 0 , 0 0 0 to M e t r o p o l i t a n
Constantine's Youth Ministry Program.
At the awards ceremony during the
evening, the following received plaques
and recognition for their dedication to the
Church and the league:
• Yvonne Mark, Youngstown - the
Metro Baran Award for her work with
the youth of the Parma parish.
• Melanie Nakonachny, Parma, the Rev.
Volodymyr Bukata Award as the outstand
ing junior of the league; the Father Bukata
Runner-up Award was presented to Julie
Klish of Johnson City, N.Y.
• Rose Fedyna, Youngstov/n - the
Rev. Stephen Hallick Sister Achievement
Award.
• St. Demetrius Chapter, Carteret, N.J.
- the Junior UOL Bulletin award.
• Ss. Peter and Paul Chapter, Carnegie,
Pa. - the Senior Chapter Achievement
Award.
• St. Vladimir Chapter, Parma - the
Junior Achievement Award.
Also at the banquet, distribution of the
Lynn S a w c h u k / Sharon
Kuzbyt
Scholarship Awards was made to Jeremy
Oryhon, Lockport, 111.; Erika Mark,
Youngstown; John Grason, Bethlehem,
Pa.; Daria Mazan, Carteret, N.J.; Melanie
N a k o n a c h n y , Parma; Susan Bailly,
Minneapolis; and Denise Spoganetz,
Carteret, N.J. Ms. Nakonachny also
received a s c h o l a r s h i p from the
Brotherhood of St. Vladimir Cathedral,
Parma.

Elected to the senior board for 19951996 were: President Lynn Szafranski,
Waretown, N.J.; First Vice-President
Helen Greenleaf, Russell, Ohio; Second
Vice-President Michelle Bailly, Boston;
Corresponding Secretary Marija Norton,
New Britain, Conn.; Financial Secretary
Melissa Sirick, New Britain, Conn.;
Recording Secretary Cynthia Sirick, New
Britain, Conn.; Auditors Emil Skocypec,
South Bound Brook, 111.; Mary Ann
Nakonachny, Parma, and Anne Bailly,
Minneapolis.
Elected to serve on the Junior UOL
board were: President Julie Klish, Johnson
City, N.Y.; Vice-President Adrienne
Oryhon, Lockport, 111.; Financial Secretary
Joshua Oryhon, Johnson City, N.Y.;
Recording/Corresponding Secretary Karen
Meschisen, North Attleboro, Mass.
Metropolitan Constantine appointed
the Rev. Jakiw Norton of New Britain,
Conn., to serve as spiritual advisor to the
Senior UOL and the Rev. Archmandrite
Andriy Partykevich of Boston as spiritual
advisor the Junior UOL.
President Szafranski will represent the
UOL at the upcoming Sobor of the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the U.S.A.
to be held in South Bound Brook, N.J., on
October 12-15. Vice-President Greenleaf
will serve as her alternate. Also represent
ing the league will be delegate Melissa
Haluszczak of Carnegie, Pa., with Dr.
Dinah Fedyna of Youngstown as an alter
nate.
Ss. Peter and Paul Senior and Junior
Chapters of Palos Park, 111., will host the
1996 UOL Convention in Chicago. The
convention theme is "Let Everything that
Has Breath Praise the Lord."
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201 378-8998 or 800 242-7267

KYYIV MUSIC
FEST

Most spectacular
in Eastern
Europe, over 20 concerts in all. Symphony
orchestras of Kyyiv, Kharkiv, Odessa;
chamber ensembles, soloists PLUS the best
known choirs: Kyyiv State Capella Dumka,
Odessa Opera Choir and more.

Lufthansa Airlines

^'

Sep 28-Oct 8, 1995
11 days

KYYIV MUSIC
FESTp/ws

— • K Kyyiv

).

Be m Kvviv for 4 days of the MUSIC
FESTIVAL then proceed to IVANO
FRAMKIVSK and LVIV to sample the
"sounds" of Western Ukraine - the best
hotels, escort and breakfast daily.

_.-s

L*

A - , Sep 30 -Oct 10, 1995
11 days \ Ukraine

Lufthansa Airlines

LVIV EXPRESS

#X> !
AIR
HOTEL George
VISA
all for only si 199

- 4 Kyyiv '__~,
\

Lot Polish Airlines
Every Friday from Newark
Sep 22 to Oct 27, 1995
13 days

Optional: Frankivsk/Roxolana Hotel + Kasi
Bazaar - $150 add'l twin

HUTSULKA
— 4Kyyiv~~\_
EXPRESS : )" ^
-j"~

Lot Polish Airlines
Oct 6 to 18, 1995
13 days

AIR ONLY

•:-—- " \

^

Lviv
Grand Hotel
Frankivsk Roxolana Hotel
Kyyiv
Dnipro Hotel

' '• •

r. hotel (breakfast)

*• v

шпЯ549

^X' .

Ukra'ne

to LVIV

October

from $ 7 2 9

to KYYIV

October

from S 6 9 9

831-1499
PACKAGE and FOOD Parcel Service

ZAKARPATSKA, IVANO-FRANKIVSKA
LVIVSKA and CHERNIVTSI OBLAST
KOSHERLAND
Brooklyn, NY
718 438-8922

RAHWAY Travel
Rahway, NJ
908 381-8800

Steven MUSEY
Millville, NJ
609 825-7665

AUTHORIZED

EL INCA IPS.
Union City, NJ
201974-2583

AGENTS
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Soyuzivka Photo Contest
Amateur photographers only

UNA - Soyuzivka Photo Contest
30 Montgomery Street
Jersey City, NJ 07303
Attn: O. Trytjak
Prizes1st prize: $100.00 cash and room for two nights for two persons at Soyuzivka (based on availability).
2nd pr ze: One year's subscription to Svoboda or The Ukrainian Weekly.
3rd prize: Dinner for two at Soyuzivka.

TRADE.

INC

°Я™' е > Linden > N J > 0 7 0 3 6

Tel.: (908) 925-0717 Fax: (908) 925-3724
1-800-9 OKSANA, Call tor brochures and UPS labels

PACKAGES T O UKRAINE, RUSSIA, BELORUSSIA, SLOVAKIA & BALTIC COUNRIES
MONEY TRANSFER
TO UKRAINE

ONE WEEK
TWO WEEKS
THREE WEEKS

B Y BOAT

Rules and regulations:
1. Only non-professional photo buffs can participate.
2. Photo must be taken at Soyuzivka in 1994 or 1995.
3. All photos must have a "people theme."
a)-Each photo must be dated, people should be identified (on the reverse of photo)
a model release signature must be obtained,
b) Name, address and telephone number of the entrant should be typed
on a label on the reverse of photo.
4. Selected photos will be published in Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly.
5. Photos will not be returned and will become the UNA'S property and will be filed in Soyuzivka's
photo archives.
6. Prints oniy/no slides: color or black/white, at least 4 X 6 up to 11 X 14.
7. All photo entries will be exhibited at Soyuzivka.
Dates of exhibition and announcement of winners will be announced
in Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly.
8. All entries will be judged solely on their merit; decisions of judges will be final.
9. Employees of the UNA, Svoboda, The Ukrainian Weekly and Soyuzivka are not eligible.
10. All entries must be received no later than November 10,1995, and mailed to:

1111 East Е , І 2 а

І Л Л

PACKAGE PICK UP SERVICE AVAILABLE ANYWHERE IN THE U.S.A.
Flour
Sugar
Rice
Macaroni
Canned Ham
Dried Yeast
Weight

25LB
25LB
20LB
5LB
2LB
2LB
79LB

Mayonnaise
Vegetable Oil
Luncheon Meat
Corned Beef
Canned Ham
Beef Stew
Canned Sardines
Weight
^

Dry Orange Drink 5LB
Danish Cookies
3LB
Peanut Butter
2.5LB
SweetPrunes
2.5LB
Powdered Sugar 2LB
Dry Cream
2LB
Raisins
2LB
Coffee
8LB
Tea
Chocolet Syrup 1.5LB
Bubble Gum
1LB
Weight
29LB

8LB ISugar
| Flour
BuckweatGr.
Cream of Wheat
I Oatmeal Flakes
6LB Vegetable Oil
5LB Mayonnaise
42Lb Beef Stew
I Macaroni
Dried Yeast
5LB

50LB
50LB
10LB
10LB
10LB
8LB
8LB
6LB
5LB
152LB

10%
Canned Ham
6LB
Hard Salami
3LB
Corned Beef
3LB
Vienna Sausages 1LB
Canned Sardines 3LB
Chicken Soup 12/24PS
Macaroni
5LB
Vegetable Oil
1GAL
Rice
20LB

Sugar
25LB
Flour
25LB
20LB
Rice
8LB
Vegetable Oil
6LB
Crisco
5LB
Canned Ham
Lunchenon Meat 5LB
Macaroni
5LB
Instant Coffee
80Z
Tea
80Z
Weight
105LB

OFF -SUMMER

6LB
Crisco
1LB
Black Pepper
1.5LB
Mustard
1LB
Olives
2LB
Ketchup
Chicken Boullion 130Z
Dry Milk
2LB
Canned Peas
1.5LB
Raisins
2LB

Buckwheat Gr.
1XB
Oatmeal Flakes 10LB
Cream of Weat 10LB'
Vegetable Oil
3>B
Luncheon Meat 10_B
Beef Stew
6-B
Canned Ham
3.B
Canned Beef
3LB
Canned Sardines 5LB
Weight
65LB

SPECIAL

Chocolate Syrup 1.5LB
Coffee
2.5LB
Cocoa
2LB
Tea
80Z
Powdered Sugar 2LB
Danish Cookies
2LB
Peanut Butter
2.5LB
Bubble Gum
1LBWeight
105LB

ІЯЕГСЯ
РГЇГР
"****J*
Z ^
$2І6ф0
^ ^
^ ^ ,

ішшишашшЕШшт
Tel: (908) 925-9737, Fax: (908) 925-2193
R/T FROM NYC TO KIEV, LENINGRAD, MOSKOW, RIGA,
<fc/^7fl
TALLINN, VILNUS, LVIV, IVANO-FRANKIVSK from ф О / l / -

Visa to Ukraine, Invitation, Travel Pasports, Tickets Delivery to Ukraine
To subscribe: Send $60 ($40 if you are a member of the UNA) to The Ukrainian
Weekly, Subscription Department, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, NJ 07302.
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Air Ukraine
UKRAINE'S NATIONAL AIRLINE

Chicago • Lviv
New York • Ivano-Frankivsk
PREMIUM BUSINESS CLASS
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
For reservations and information please call

1-800-UKRAINE
1-800-857-2463 or call your travel agent.
551 5th Avenue, Suite 1002, New York
(212) 599-8484
625 N. Michigan, Suite 1740,
(312)640-0222

Attention all members of Branch 135
Please be advised that Branch 135 will merge with Branch 161 as of October 1,1995.
All inquiries, monthly payments and requests for changes should be sent to Mr.
Nicholas Diakiwsky, Branch Secretary:
Mr. Nicholas Diakiwsky
2065 Ridge Road Ext.
Ambridge, PA 15003
(412)251-9266

734 SANDFORD AVENUE, NEWARK, NJ 07106
Tel (201) 373-7839 • Fax (201) 373-8812
I BUSINESS HOURS:

Tue. & Frl. -1:00 PM to 8:00 PM • Wed. & Thurs. - 9:00 AM to 3:30 PM
Sat - 9:00 to 12:00 Noon (Closed Sat. - July & August) • Mon. - Closed

MORTGAGES
FIXED

CONVENTIONAL
& ADJUSTABLE

AND
"JUMBO"
• 15 & 30 YEAR TERMS

STARTING AT 5.50%
" 0 " Points

on ALL

PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Monday, September 25
WASHINGTON: The Kennan Institute
for Advanced Russian Studies, as part of
its public lecture series, presents a lecture
in memory of John Hazard, professor
emeritus of law, Columbia University,
delivered by John Armstrong, professor
emeritus of political science, University
of Wisconsin, Madison, and former mem
ber, Kennan Institute Academic Council.
Prof. Armstrong will address the topic
"Independence and Nationalism in the
Western Borderlands of the Former
Soviet Union." The lecture will be held
at the Woodrow Wilson Center, 370
L'Enfant Promenade SW, Suite 704, at
noon.
Friday, September 29
SILVER SPRING, Md.: Ukrainian
actors Bohdan Stupka and Svitlana
Vatamaniuk will appear in an adaptation
of George Bernard Shaw's "Dear Liar," as
directed by Valentyn Kozmenko Delinde.
The staging will be held at St. Andrew's
Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral, 15100
New Hampshire Ave. at 8 p.m. The per
formance, organized by Prof. Taras
Hunczak of Rutgers University and spon
sored by the Ukrainian National
Association, is being held in honor of
Lydia Krushelnytsky, artistic director of
the New York-based Ukrainian Stage
Ensemble, which is celebrating its 45th
anniversary.
Saturday, September 30
UNION, N.J.: The Chornomorska Sitch
Ukrainian Athletic Association will be
holding tryouts for its youth soccer league.
The tryouts, open to players age 14 and
under, will be held at Kearse Field, off
Valley Street and Springfield Avenue, at 3
p.m. Practice, with Ihor Chupenko as
trainer, will start in October to prepare for
the winter indoor soccer tournament and
the spring Garden State League program.
For additional information call John
Makar, manager, (908) 369-4973 (home),
(718) 242-9322 (work).
CHICAGO: Ukrainian actors Bohdan
Stupka and Svitlana Vatamaniuk will
appear in an adaptation of George Bernard
Shaw's "Dear Liar," as directed by
Valentyn Kozmenko Delinde. The perfor
mance will be held on Saturday at the
Institute of Modern Art, 2320 W. Chicago
Ave., at 7:30 p.m. The performance is being
held in honor of Lydia Krushelnytsky, artistic director of the New York-based
Ukrainian Stage Ensemble, which is cele
brating its 45th anniversary.
Sunday, October 1
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JENKINTOWN, Pa.: Manor Junior
College's 18th annual Ukrainian Festival
will be held on the college campus, 700
Fox Chase Road, rain or shine, noon-5
p.m. Among featured performers are
singer Olya Chodoba-Fryz, the Voloshky
Ukrainian Dance Ensemble, the Vesna
Dance Ensemble and School of Dance, the
Soloveyky Children's Vocal Ensemble
and Cheremosh. Other attractions and
entertainment include demonstrations by
masteer craftsmen, traditional folk cos
tume and craft exhibits, and a "yarmarok,"
or market, with crafts on display and eth
nic foods. Pony and hay rides are also
available for the kids. Raffle tickets will
be on sale throughout the festival, with the
drawing occurring after the last perfor
mance. Admission: adults, $4; children,
$1. For more information call (215) 8842215.
Friday-Saturday, October 6-7
SAN FRANCISCO: The Ukrainian
Professionals of Northern California and
The Northern California Branch of the
Ukrainian Medical Association of North
America are sponsoring a conference
titled "Bay Area 1995: San Francisco
Meets Ukraine," with presentations by
experts on the latest developments affect
ing Ukraine in the political, cultural and
economic spheres. Keynote speaker is
Roma Hadzewycz, editor-in-chief, The

Ukrainian Weekly. The three-part event
begins Friday, with an opening night
cocktail hour at the Holiday Inn at Union
Square, 2351 Green St., 7:30-10 p.m. The
following morning hosts a series of pre
sentations to be held at 8:30 a.m.-noon.
On Saturday evening there will be a starlit
banquet and live music, with a cocktail
hour, 6-7 p.m., followed by the
dinner/dance, 7 p.m.-midnight. For reser
vations call Olenka Steciw, (415) 4731163, or fax Andrew Iwach, (415) 9860876. For travel and hotel accommoda
tions contact Northgate Travel, (800),
699-9909.
Friday-Sunday, October 6-8
WASHINGTON: The Washington Group
is holding its 1995 Leadership Conference
titled "The Ukrainian Community:
Defining a New Role," to be held at the
Key Bridge Marriott, Arlington, Va.
Keynote speakers will be Ambassador of
Ukraine to the United States Yuri
Shcherbak; Special Assistant to the
President on Ukrainian Affairs and Senior
Director, National Security Council, Coit
Blacker; Freedom House President Adrian
Karatnycky; and Deputy Chief-of-Staff to
the First Lady Melanne Verveer. There
will be four panel discussions on aspects
of the conference. On Friday there will be
an evening reception at Gannett Towers.
Saturday night will feature an awards ban
quet and a dance/cabaret. On Sunday there
will be a jazz piano brunch, a cyberspace
session, and a tour of the Ukrainian art
gallery. The Ukrainian American Bar
Association and the Federation of
Ukrainian American Business/Professional
Associations will hold meetings in con
junction with TWG. Ads for the program
book are still being accepted. Hotel reser
vations can be made by calling (800) 3279789 (mention TWG). For more informa
tion call the TWG Conference Line, (800)
472-6819, or call (202) 651-2302 or (703)
922-5898.
Saturday, October 7
FORT WORTH Texas: The Zorya
Ukrainian Dancers of Dallas will perform
at the Fort Worth Oktoberfest being held
at the Tarrant County Convention Center.
Performance time is 6:15 p.m.
Saturday-Sunday, October 7-8
TORONTO: The Ukrainian Philatelic and
Numismatic Society is hosting UKRAINPEX '95 at the Ukrainian Canadian Art
Foundation Art Gallery, 2118-А Bloor St.
W., second floor. The society is celebrat
ing the 70th anniversary of the philatelic
journal Ukrainian Philatelist and the 20th
anniversary of the Ukrainian Canadian Art
Foundation. The show will feature out
standing philatelic exhibits from through
out the world as well as trident overprints
of Ukraine, classical and modern
Ukrainian stamps, including western
Ukraine and Transcarpathian Ukraine, as
well as "zemstvo" postage and postage
history related to Ukraine. The show will
also feature bank notes and military
medals. Two special Canada Post office
show cancels will be available during the
exhibit. Dealers selling classical and mod
ern Ukrainian stamps will also be present.
For additional information contact Borys
Zayachivsky, telephone/fax: (416) 7679769, or W. K. Sokolyk, telephone: (416)
536-6679; fax: 536-0592. The gallery is
open on Saturday, 10 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sunday,
10 a.m.-5 p.m. Free admission.
Sunday, October 8
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Academy of
Arts and Sciences in the U.S. invites the
public to a jubilee celebration marking the
50th anniversary of the academy's founding
in Germany and the 45th anniversary of its
existence in the U.S. The program will con
sist of a historical overview of the academy,
with remarks by Wasyl Omelchenko, acting
president, UVAN; Marko Antonovych, pres
ident, UVAN; with Albert Kipa, serving as
(Continued on page 18)

